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ABBOTSKERSWELL 
 

1. A MUCH LOVED VILLAGE WITH A CLEAR ‘SENSE OF PLACE’ 
 

Analysis of the community plan questionnaire shows that there is a clear ‘sense of place’ within 

the village. This can be described by the many characteristics which are displayed in the people’s 

rapport with local identity. A ‘sense of place’ is a sense of the beauty, wealth and comfort. They 

add to a feeling of belonging and a sense of pride in the community. To gain a ‘Sense of Place' is 

to experience a feeling that the community and its people are special and distinct from anywhere 

else. 

 

We believe that you will see within 

the following pages of analysis 

the truest example of that ‘sense of 

place’ that helps make this 

community unique. 

 

Abbotskerswell is situated in a small 

valley to the east of the A381 

approximately one and a half miles 

south of Newton Abbot.  The majority 

of the population live in the village 

although there are comparatively 

small numbers living within the 

Parish at Two Mile Oak, Stoneyhill 

and The Priory. 

  

The centre of the village is relatively low lying (25m above seal level); the land rises in all 

directions to approximately 60m at the Priory, 90m at Two Mile Oak, and over 90m at 

Stoneycombe. 

 

The village has a core of old cottages, including 25 listed buildings within the conservation area 

to ensure the survival of the village character. Most recent housing developments have grown 

around the original village centre and in addition The Priory has been converted to genteel 

retirement accommodation. 

 

There is a group of small industrial units based around the 

“Old Cyder Works” to the North West as you enter the 

village from the A381. 

  

The Church (St Mary's), although renovated in the 19th 

century, still has traces of the original 13th century building 

and includes an ancient but much damaged statue of the 

Virgin Mary.  

 

There is a Church House, a Primary School, Village Hall, 

two Public Houses (Court Farm and Butchers Arms), a Post 

Office, a Village Shop (Model Stores) and a 

hairdresser. Two Mile Oak has its own Public House and a 

garage.  Stoneyhill has no public services.   
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The gentle, well watered valley houses a community that was old before the Domesday survey. 

Valued for the herbal benefits of the wild watercress that grew in the springs and streams that 

gave the village its name. Historically Abbotskerswell was variously called Cærswylle 956, 

Carsuella 1086 (DB), Karswill Abbatis 1285. 

 

‘Sense of place’ in the community is illustrated by:- 

 

• People skills, knowledge & special interests,  

• Environment 

• Natural & built landscape & landmarks, flora & fauna, biodiversity 

• Heritage & Culture 

• Local history, traditions, tales & folklore 

• Community activities, events & festivals 

• Exhibitions, carnivals, village shows, fairs 

• Local products 

• Food, drink, arts & crafts 

 

all these add to a feeling of belonging and a sense of pride in the community. 
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2. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

 
Abbotskerswell is a village where the residents are generally happy and there is a strong sense of 

community. This community strength means any threats to the peaceful and pleasant life within 

it are swiftly addressed. 

At the time of this questionnaire there were no critical issues threatening the relative contentment 

within the community and as such the focus moved to issues such as parking, speeding and 

environmental issues, all of which were considered to be significantly important to the 

community. 

There was also strong response that indicated any perceived threat to the status of the 

community, as an independent village, would be vigorously defended.  This was further 

supported by the feedback on issues that indicated a pride in the immediate surroundings, such 

as the quality of some of the roads and footpaths and the problem with fly tipping in the 

surrounding area.  Concerns about a local waste management facility and its effects on the village 

environment were increasing at the time the questionnaires were circulated. 

The school is clearly identified as a focal point critical to the long term sustainability of the 

community. Older residents like to see young people encouraged to settle in the village and 

young families want a safe and peaceful location to bring up their children.   

 

We summarise this report with quotes, obtained from responses to a special children’s 

questionnaire, from our youngest residents who attend the village school:- 

 

“I like being able to roam around the village and not live in a crowded place.  I like my 

village.” 

 

“Abbotskerswell is very peaceful and very pretty.  It's great as it is.” 

 

As they say…from the mouths of babes….. 
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3. PROCESS 
 

Following a meeting with Teignbridge District Council in January 2006, 11 parishioners 

volunteered to develop our Community Plan. They formed into a committee which included two 

members of the Parish Council who monitored the committees’ progress. 

 

The goal was to develop a questionnaire to poll residents within the community on their desires 

for the future of the village. It was decided that the first step was to get the communities 

perspective on how to focus the questionnaire. This was done by attending events, groups and 

institutions within the community and by soliciting feedback using a preliminary questionnaire 

delivered to each household. 

 

The analysis of this preliminary questionnaire led to the formation of a final and more detailed 

questionnaire being sent to every household. In depth analysis of the responses, using computer 

software and services provided by Teignbridge District Council, was then completed in order to 

create this final report.  

 

A copy of the questionnaire responses, analysis and a full version of this report, can be found on 

the Abbotskerswell Web Site (www.abbotskerswell.org.uk) or accessed via the Parish Council. 

 

 

4. QUESTIONNAIRE ANALYSIS 

 
The following sections provide a high level and more detailed analysis of the questionnaire 

responses, combining the fixed response answers with analysis of the open question responses 

(see appendices 5.5 on page 39).  Each sub section also includes a commentary to suggest 

potential actions to address the issues raised. 

 

4.1 DEMOGRAPHICS 
 

At the 2001 population census the Parish of Abbotskerswell numbered 1515. In 2006 Devon 

County Council statistics showed 668 domestic and 53 business premises within the Parish. 

 

There was a really good response to the questionnaire - 268 from a distribution of 721 (37.2%). 

Almost 90% of the respondents lived in the village itself, with the remainder coming from The 

Priory, Two Mile Oak and Stoneyhill. 

  

Of those who responded more than 80% are aged 45yrs or older, although the official population 

census for this Parish indicates approximately 52% fall into that age range. The census also shows 

that 19% were under 16yrs old. 

  

Just over half of the respondents are now enjoying retirement. Within the 40% employed 

approximately half work within 10 miles of home. 
 

The community serves as a residential area for people working in Newton Abbot, Torbay, Exeter 

and further afield.  

  

In addition to the industrial estate other employment within the community includes jobs in 

farming, local trades and services, shops, public houses and a residential care home.  
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4.2 VILLAGE CHARACTER 
  

Abbotskerswell is thought to be unique and special to those who live here. The high level of 

returned questionnaires, coupled with thoughtful detailed open question responses are strong 

indicators of this perspective.  

 

The mixture of buildings built out from an ancient centre, nestled in a secluded valley has helped 

create a wonderful character to the village. 

  

The majority of the respondents think that the current planning system protects the parish 

character and desire no more than ‘infill’ development in future.  With less than 10% in favour, 

there is little feeling the Village envelope should be expanded.  As to future residential 

development, responses indicate a slight emphasis towards low cost, rather than social housing.  

  

Within the free responses, there was a definite feeling that the village should remain a separate 

entity, keeping the present character intact. There was little desire for change.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

COMMENTS 

 

The title to this section states the issue quite clearly; a village is the way the residents perceive 

the environment and is the way they seek to keep it.  There is no desire to become a suburb of 

any future expansion of Newton Abbot. 
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4.3 TRAFFIC & PARKING 

 

These emerged as key themes in the questionnaire responses.  In addition, 33% of respondents 

gave detailed feedback on issues related to road and pavement conditions. A high level of 

concern was shown in the following locations: 

Wilton Way, Priory Hill, Manor Road, Odle Hill Grove, Court Grange Lane, Odle Hill, 

and Grange Road. 

Detailed responses in the open question answers, seems to reflect a significant degree of concern 

for the general state of the community roads and thoroughfares in Abbotskerswell. 

Traffic – Speed emerged as the major concern with the overwhelming majority in favour of 

speed restrictions backed by police checks. All other suggested measures of traffic calming were 

rejected.
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PARKING - It is notable that while 81% of respondents claimed that they had adequate off-road 

parking; 35% claimed parking was a major/severe problem in the parish.  The majority of 

concerns were focused on parking issues around the school, on Slade Lane, up to and including 

the mini roundabout at the bottom of Stonemans Hill. With the school, shop and Post Office all 

located in this central and focal point of the village, it is not surprising that this road becomes 

congested, especially at school arrival/departure and commuter times. 

Another area of the village highlighted as an issue was the road into the village from the A381 

Totnes Road down to Mallands, which is often heavily congested. 

 

 

 

COMMENTS 

 

A clear majority seek speed restrictions within the village.  Local authorities should support 

these clearly expressed views. 

Parking on the access to the village from the Totnes road should be addressed. 

The issue of parking and congestion by the school and shop are more challenging to address, 

but nonetheless concerns are high and a resolution to this problem is required.
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4.4 THE VILLAGE SCHOOLS 
 

When asked about the importance of the Primary and Pre-School to the village, over 85% thought 

that it was ‘very important’, almost 13% ‘important’ and only 1.9% felt it was ‘not important’ at 

all. 

 

From the open question responses regarding what value the Schools bring to the community, 

they were best categorised as follows: 

 

a. 64.5% agreed that the schools gave them a sense of belonging, provided many 

opportunities for social networking, helped make new friends, attracting younger 

families into the community helping to keep a more balanced social mix. 

 

b. 17.5% thought that the Schools were essential for the future sustainability of the 

community. 

 

c. 10.5% felt that there was value in having the school at the centre of the 

community. 

 

d. 5.25% saw the schools as having an environmental value, in that it cuts down on 

vehicle journeys, causing less pollution. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

COMMENTS 

 

The overwhelming majority of people, responding to the questions regarding schools within 

the community, have shown that, in their opinion, they are essential to both the present and 

future of the community and any action taken to promote or enhance them should be 

encouraged. 
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4.5 SOCIAL ACTIVITY IN THE COMMUNITY 
  

The responses clearly show there are many clubs and 

organisations within the community catering for a wide 

variety of interest and age groups.  However, in the initial 

questions about 'belonging' to any group 54% gave a 

positive response. 

  

Over 83% rely on ABBTalk to get their information about 

events/issues; over 62% cited word of mouth (indicating a 

close knit community) and over 50% collect their 

information from village notice boards and telegraph 

poles.  

  

Although there are good levels of involvement, perhaps 

better communication about opportunities that are 

available would help increase engagement even further. 

 

 

Many activities are 

located in Church 

House with 28% of 

respondents using 

these facilities very 

frequently/frequently 

while the Village 

Hall had 14% very 

frequent/frequent 

use. 

 

 

 

 

 

The Children’s Play area is used by 

more than 50% of the respondents on a 

regular basis.  

 

 

 

 

COMMENTS 

 

Produce a full directory of clubs and organisations with contact details for the village website 

(www.abbotskerswell.org.uk) Printed copies of the directory should be available in the Parish 

Rooms, Post Office, Shop and on Notice Boards. 
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4.6 ENVIRONMENT AND CONSERVATION 
 

Protection of the environment is seen as important to over 95% of the respondents. 

  

There is a strong message that conservation and green issues are seen as very important. 

Reducing light pollution, public services using green energy and protecting birds and wildlife all 

had very high levels of support. 

  

Negative comments about the 

environment focused on waste 

management as a continuing problem, 

with several specific concerns raised 

regarding Ruby Waste Management. 

Others included litter, fly-tipping and 

concern for natural habitats and 

ecosystems.  

  

Virtually everyone who responded 

wanted to see the village heritage sites 

(Such as the Quaker burial site, memorial 

benches, etc) maintained as features 

within the village. 

  

Since the questionnaire was circulated a Biodiversity Audit has been conducted by Devon 

County Council. (Further information available via the Parish Council) 

 

 

  

COMMENTS 

 

Keep ‘green issues’ an agenda item for both District and Parish Councils, ensuring villagers 

attitudes are voiced as a continuing concern. 

 

Maintain awareness of the concerns within the community not only over Waste Management, 

but also over litter and fly tipping. 

 

Channel the very high level of support for the protection of birds and wildlife through a 

volunteer group suggested by the draft biodiversity audit for Abbotskerswell. 
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4.7 COMMUNITY SERVICES AND FACILITIES 
 

The village is well served by amenities such as a shop and post office, hairdressers, school and 

bus services.  These services and facilities are generally well used and supported by residents, 

who recognise their value and also the need to sustain them.  The high use of the public houses 

(80%) indicates their importance as focal locations for social activities. 

 

The Post Office is used weekly by 66% of respondents. Most are posting letters, parcels and 

buying stamps, but significant use is made both in paying bills and withdrawing cash.   

 

The Village Shop was visited regularly by 80% of respondents mainly for convenience and day to 

day items.  

  

The Village School is seen as important, to over 90% of the respondents, for social as well as 

educational reasons; the responses were strong enough to warrant a separate section (4.4) 

  

The Village Bus is used at least weekly by 17% of respondents, who seem to rely on the service, 

however almost 50% of the respondents do not use the bus at all.  

  

Respondent’s views on health facility availability indicated that most people were satisfied with 

the provision.  The clear exception was dental services which were felt to be inadequate. 

  

11.5% of respondents use the Mobile Library Service. 

   

Of the other trades and services within the community, there is widespread use of property, 

personal, gardening services etc.   Some felt a chemist facility was required. 

  

The Refuse/Recycling system is thought satisfactory by more than 80% of the respondents 

however 50% requested weekly collections of the green recycling bins. 

  

Although Communication technology within the community is thought satisfactory by the 

majority, T.V. reception (analog and digital) is unsatisfactory for 20% of the respondents.  There 

is regular use of the Internet facilities in the Village Post Office by a small group of villagers. 

  

A large majority think there is insufficient visual Police presence within the community.  

 

COMMENTS 

 

The Post Office remains a vital service for many in our community and everything should be 

done to maintain it's presence in the village. 

  

The mobile library may be better utilized if it was promoted more widely. 

  

Pressure should be maintained to make weekly green bin collections for the community a 

priority. 

  

The local Police should be aware that their visual presence in the community is seen as 

inadequate by many. More frequent, obvious visits would be welcomed. 
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4.8 FOOTPATHS 
 

A high number (33%) of respondents make 

very regular (daily/weekly) use of the village 

footpaths, with only 10% saying they have 

never used them. Although just over 50% felt 

that they were well maintained, nearly 33% 

felt that they were not. This corresponds to a 

33% response to the related question 

regarding suggestions for improvements. 

Overall the responses indicate that walking is 

a regular and much enjoyed activity. 

  

 

 

Of those suggesting areas of potential 

improvement, approximately 33% commented on 

general repair and condition with a few specific 

problem locations. 

 

Most concern was expressed regarding shrubbery 

alongside footpaths and the lack of care taken to 

keep them trimmed back and non-intrusive to 

pedestrians. The most highlighted area of this 

concern was near the school, which is a main 

thoroughfare. 

 

The amount of litter and rubbish dumping was the next most commented upon issue. Some 

respondents mentioned lack of lighting and difficulties in negotiating stiles (due to age or dog 

use) as an issue. 

 

 

COMMENTS 

 

It is clear that, alongside the issue of dog fouling and keeping dog bins emptied, addressing 

the issue of overgrown shrubbery and hedgerows would have the greatest benefit to improve 

the community footpaths.   

 

These issues could be communicated more widely, highlighting specific problem areas, 

prompting those concerned to take remedial action.  Such action should be taken at the most 

appropriate time of the year to help eliminate the issue. 
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4.9 DOG FOULING 
 

The results of this questionnaire quite clearly indicate that “dog fouling” is a major concern to a 

significant number of respondents.  The disregard for others enjoyment of the footpaths, 

combined with the reduction in the quality of the village environment, caused some strong 

responses. 

 

Out of the 90.3% of those who responded, 70% considered that dog fouling is a problem within 

the community. As a result it was deemed, by the committee, to be of sufficient concern to 

require a specific response. 

 

Particular areas that have a dog fouling problem, as indicated by the respondents to the 

questionnaire, are as follows: 

 

School Path, Manor Road, Court Farm Path/Green and Priory Hill rising from the Post 

Office. 

 

Other areas of concern are: 

 

Ford Road, Ladywell/Butchers Arms, Slade Lane, Church to Odle Hill footpath and the 

Recreation Area. 

 

From the responses, it can be clearly seen that different areas are affected within the village.  This, 

combined with a number of comments regarding the lack of dog bins, would suggest that a 

review of the current situation regarding dog fouling be carried out and action taken to minimise 

or eliminate the problem. 

 

 

COMMENTS 

 

Potential actions could 

include a survey to assess the 

situation, a review of the 

present numbers and 

location of dog bins, an 

assessment of the positioning 

of new and additional dog 

bins if required. Additional 

publicity or signage to 

highlight the concern and a 

campaign to raise awareness 

of the problem are all 

potentially viable methods of 

addressing the problem. 
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4.10 SCHOOL CHILDRENS QUESTIONNAIRE. 
 

There were a total of 80 returns (approx 95% of the Primary School’s pupils) of which 52% were 

from the boys and 48% from girls as follows:- 

 

   Boys  Girls  Total 

Age 4                          1                2      3 

Age 5                          4       5       9 

Age 6                          9               4                   13 

Age 7                          3               6                    9 

Age 8                          6               7                   13 

Age 9                            4                7     11 

Age 10                         12       6      18 

Age 11                          3               1                    4 

 

76% of the boys and 89% of the girls live in Abbotskerswell. 17% of the respondents live outside 

the village. 

In order to understand more about the respondents, the ‘activity responses’ from both girls and 

boys were analysed with some interesting results. The % of both boys and girls responding 

positively in each subject are shown below: 

 

Activity                                                       Boys           Girls 

  %  %  

Drawing 64  87 

Swimming 100  100 

Making things 59  82 

Rainbows, Beavers, Brownies, Cubs 17  32 

Cinema 88  92 

Reading 50  58 

Horse Riding 16  74 

Pretend Play 40  58 

Play in Park 83  92 

Gymnastics 43  42 

Cooking 69  68 

Judo/Karate 50  16 

Play Toys 74  82 

Camping 62  74 

Computers 90  95 

Board Games 59  71 

Pets 78  95 

Play with friends 93  95 

Shopping 45  84 

Den building 76  68 

Fishing 57  32 

Watching TV 93  89 

Sports 95  68 

Writing 31  74 

Skates ETC 83  66 

Music 69  95 

  Being Alone       29  24 

Water Play 76  84 
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The recreation areas available within the 

community are much appreciated and the 

results suggest a high level of play and 

sports activities. 

   

The children were then asked what they 

like about being here in Abbotskerswell, the 

response emphasised the following: 

 

This chart highlights the results: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Overwhelming support is shown for 

the ‘Peace and Safety’ of the village 

together with current facilities. 

 

 

 

 

 

“WHAT ELSE WOULD YOU WANT IN THE VILLAGE”?  

 

Analysis resulted in the following: 

 

a. Need a larger swimming pool, outside of school – 50% 

b. Nothing needed, everything is perfect in the village – 31% 

c. Would like a ‘Saturday Market' - 10% 

d. Need a riding stable – 3% 

e. Want a youth club – 3% 

f. Need more shops – 3%  

 

Comments 

 

It was heart-warming to understand that the children appear to be content and happy with the 

village and its facilities. With that in mind, we should continue to provide a safe environment 

for them. Abbotskerswell Community Plan, with respect to speeding control and other factors, 

will contribute towards this goal. 

 

A suggestion could be for a ‘fund-raising opportunity’ for the children’s one dream – A 

swimming pool, with deep water!! 
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5 APPENDICES 
  

5.1 SERVICES AND FACILITIES 

 
The following is a list of services and facilities, within the village: 

 

i. General store 

ii. Post office 

iii. Village hall 

iv. Parish Rooms 

v. Primary School 

vi. Church and vicarage 

vii. Church House 

viii. A large recreation area including a: 

Football pitch; changing facilities 

Children and Toddlers Play Area 

Skate Park/Cycle Track  

Floodlit tennis/netball court 

ix. Cricket ground and pavilion 

x. Three public houses 

xi. Two garages 

xii. Residential Care Home 

xiii. Mobile Library 

xiv. Allotments 

 

Other trades and services include: 

 

 Builders, Plumbers, Painters, Electricians, Hairdressers and Florists. 

  

The Village Hall and Church House are used as venues for a wide range of clubs and 

organisations. 

  

There is an hourly bus services to Newton Abbot from the Village.  The A381 has less regular bus 

services to Totnes, Kingsbridge and Exeter. 

  

The Devon Library Services van visits the village community on Wednesday mornings, stopping 

at the Post Office, Abbotshill and Stoneyhill. 
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5.2 QUESTIONAIRE RESPONSES 
 

5.2.1  Household information 

Q1. Out of the 268 respondents, 237 (89.7%) were from within the village (Abbotskerswell), 6 

(2.2%) Stoneyhill, 9 (3.3%) Two Mile Oak and 12 (4.4%) from the Priory. The 4 (1.5%) other 

respondents obviously lived outside the village and were most likely business respondents. 

 

This shows a relatively good response from both the Two Mile Oak and the Priory with a poor 

response from Stoneyhill.  This being said, to get an almost 40% household response rate for this 

type of survey is exceptional. 

 

Q2. Of those 98.5%, who responded, 28% have lived in their current address over 20 years, 

22.8% 11 to 20 years, 18.7% 6 to10 years, 23.1% 1 to 5 years and only 6.3% for less than1 year.   

 

This shows a good balance of resident population spanning a number of years. 

 

Q3. As a comparison to question 2 (above) 34.7% of the respondents have lived within the 

parish for over 20 years with 23.1% 11 to 20 years, 17.5% 6 to 10 years, 17.9% 1 to 5 years, and 

only 4.9% for less than 1 year. 

 

When we compare question 3 with question 2 we find that over 5% more who have lived in their 

current address between 1 to 5 years, lived in the parish for the same period, showing that there 

is a significant move of population after a short period who wish to remain resident in the 

community. 

 

Q4. The age range of respondents was as follows: 

19-29  30-44  45-65    65+ years 

    2     37    109    115 

 

Significantly 83.6% of respondents were over 45 years of age and should be a consideration when 

assessing the use of community facilities and services. 

 

Q5. The gender split of respondents was as follows: 

   Male  Female 

   41.6%  53.0% 

 

No explanation can be given for the missing 5.4%. 

 

Q6. Of those respondents 38.4% were either employed or self-employed with 50.4% being 

retired. Of their partners, 35.8% were either employed or self-employed and only 32.1% retired. 

Significantly only 2.6% of respondents were un-employed. 

 

Care must be taken and consideration must be given, when analysing this questionnaire, to the 

fact that over 50% of respondents are retired. 

 

Q7. Of the 268 respondents only 156 (58.2%) indicated any form of daily commuting, with 146 

(93.5%) of them travelling less than 26 miles per day. Of their partners 125 commuted with 108 

(86.4%) travelling less that 26 miles.  

 

This is an indication that the majority of respondents and their partners (90%) daily travel is 

within the local community area. 
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5.2.2  Village services and facilities 
 

Q8. Although the greater numbers of respondents receive information about events and 

issues in the parish from Abbtalk (224), Local paper (91), Village notice boards (150), Telegraph 

poles (139) and word of mouth (168), the two other significant sources were the Shop/Post office 

and the church. 

 

Q9. Out of 256 people (95.5%) who responded, 206 (80%) felt that they were adequately 

informed of village events and issues. 

 

Q10. The analysis of the number of visits to the Post Office within the past 3 months was as 

follows: 

 

None  1-5  6-10  11-15  16-20  20+  

   18    51      63       47       18   34 

 

Out of 231 people, 86.1% of respondents, only 52 (22.5%) use the post office more than once per 

week and only 99 (42.8%) used it at least once per week. 

 

Q11. The Post office services and facilities used most often are as follows: 

 

Stamps  Post  Pension/ Cash   Bills Savings   Other 

     Allowances 

    195  217       26    42    61      7       39 

 

20 of the other 39 responses were for Cards/Stationary items. 

 

Comment: From the results of question 10 and 11 it quite clearly shows that if the post office is to 

be used by more people, more often, then more facilities, or services, need to be provided.  

Although it is easy to understand the need to keep the Post Office, by those within the 

community who find it difficult to travel, it is currently hard to justify.  Use of the Post Offices, 

especially in rural communities, by more people for more reasons would reduce travelling, fossil 

fuel and road congestion. It would also enhance local facilities, community spirit and 

involvement. 

 

Q12. Of the 257 respondents (93.2%), the following results show how often they used the 

village shop: 

 

 Daily  Weekly  Now & then  Hardly ever Not at all 

  117      85         42        10        3 

 

202 respondents (78.6%) visited the village shop at least every week and in most cases more than 

once. 

 

Q13. The requirements from the shop were given as follows: 

 

 Main shopping  Day to day Sundry items  Other 

    34 (13.2%)               224 (87.1%)     90 (35%)             33 (12.8%)   

 

Of the 33 other responses, 14 (42.2%) were for emergency or convenience shopping items and 7 

(21.2%) for local/Sunday papers. 
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The response to question 12 and 13 clearly shows that main shopping is done elsewhere with a 

reliance on the village shop for individual items required quickly. 

 

Q14. Out of the 253 respondents (94.4%), 247 (92.1%) felt that the local primary school is, at 

least, important to the village community. 

 

Q15. The 191 responses to the value that the primary school and pre schools bring to the 

community were expressed and have largely been summarised in the following manner: 

 

Sense of  Social  Local  Social  Investment in 

Belonging Balance  Education Networking next generation 

       39      33       22       21          20 

 

Q16. How many times the respondents used the village bus service is shown below: 

 

 Daily  Weekly  Now & then Hardly ever Not at all 

   11      33          46                 49      123  

 

These results show that out of 262 respondents (97.7%) only 44 used the service at least once per 

week or more. It can quite clearly be seen that this service may be essential for a small number 

who might not have alternative means of transport, rather than a service that replaces other 

modes of travel. 

Q17. In the majority of cases respondents were either very satisfied or satisfied with the 

availability of healthcare services within the local area with the exception of Dentists where 

almost half (100 out of 219) were dissatisfied. 

Q18. Again the majority of respondents were either satisfied or very satisfied with the 

accessibility of healthcare services within the local area with the exception of dentists where a 

significant number (89) were dissatisfied. 

Q19. Out of 263 respondents (98.1%), 236 (over 88%) do not use the mobile library service, only 

27 did use it. 

Q20. Almost 77% of respondents use the village pubs. 

Q21. Trade& services used from within the community are as follows: 

 

Builder   Plumbers   Painter   Electrician   Hairdresser   Florists   Other 

    95          104   74        67             94       26       47 

 

Of the others, 10 used a gardener, 7 vehicle/minor servicing, 7 beautician, kitchen fitting, cleaning 

and taxi. 

 

Q22. Out of 76 responses to what new trades or services, business or public that would like to 

be seen 15 (19.7%) wanted Pharmacy/Chemist, 10 (13.1%) Doctor/Medical services, 5 (6.5%) 

extended bus service and 5 (6.5%) garage services. 

 

Q23. 84% of respondents (97%) thought that the current refuse collection service was 

satisfactory or better. Only 13.1% were dissatisfied. 

 

Q24. Again 84% were at least satisfied with the current recycling system. 
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Q25. Of the 170 responses 66 (38.8%) wanted more to be recycled, especially plastic items. 75 

(44.1%) wanted weekly collections, 18 (10.5%) additional recycling banks within the community, 

8 (4.7%) requested lids for the bins and 5 (2.9%) suggested that the refuse operation is done with 

more care given to the handling and re-positioning of the emptied bins. 

 

Q26. Although the majority of respondents were, at least, satisfied with the communication 

technology services in the community, a significant number were less than satisfied with TV for 

either analogue or digital reception. 

 

Q27.  204 (80.9%) out of 252 respondents (94%) felt that there is an insufficient visual police 

presence within the community. 

 

Q28. Only 16.8% (45) out of 257 respondents (95.9%) use the Internet facilities currently 

available within the community. 

 

5.2.3  Housing/Planning/Development 
 

Q29. 56.4% of respondents (92.9%) considered the current planning system protects and 

develops the parish character and environment adequately or better, with 36.5% thinking it is less 

that sufficient. 

 

Q30. Over 75% of respondents were in favour of “infill development only” with a fairly equal 

split for and against “low cost housing.” 90% were against “expansion of the village envelope” 

and over 60% also against social housing. 

 

5.2.4  Business and Employment 
 

Q31. 82.9% of respondents and their families do not work within the parish however 9.3% 

work from a home based business. 

 

Q32. The majority 109 out of 186 (58.6%) felt that more employment opportunities should be 

encouraged in the parish. 

 

Q33. Less than 50% of those businesses responding used the services of the Post Office. 

 

Q34. Other village services that business or their employees used were the village shop (13) 

and the pub (7). 

 

Q35. Of the business based in the parish, who responded, they employ the following number 

of employees: 

 

 Nil 1-5 6-10 11-15 15+ employees 

  8   9   3     3   2 
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5.2.5  Sport & Leisure 
 

Q36. The analysis of the use of village clubs or societies was as follows: 

 

 Cricket   Football   Netball   Bridge  WI   Twinning   Other 

      21            2              7            2           25          22            67 

 

Analysis of the “other” is as follows: 

 

Ladies Gp   Church   AK singers   Keep-fit   Allotments   Yoga   S/Mat Bowls  

       11  10       9  7        5  4      3 

Badminton   ARA   Choir   Aerobics 

         3             3           3              2 

 

Q37. Of those who responded, the frequency of which they used the following is as follows: 

 

 Church House     50% frequently or more 

Village Hall      75% infrequently or not at all 

Recreation Ground     75% infrequently or not at all 

Parish Rooms   85% infrequently or not at all 

 

Q38. Only 12% of respondents used the “Children’s Play Area” at least every week. 

 

Consideration must be taken with regard to those who responded to this questionnaire before 

any conclusions are drawn in regard to this question. 

 

Q39. 225 (90%) out of 254 respondents (94.7%) use the footpaths within the parish at least 

“Now & then.”  40% used the paths at least every week or more. 

 

Q40. 140 (65%) out of 224 (83.5%) respondents thought the public footpaths are well 

maintained. 

 

Q41. The response to the improvements that would like to be seen to the facilities mentioned in 

questions 37 thru 40 have been analysed as follows: 

 

     Bridal/ Dog        Circular        Footpath  

 Foot Paths    Mess/Bins    Walks/Maps     Hedge growth 

       34     12   8    10 

 

In summary, it was felt that action needs to be taken to cure the dog fouling issue with the 

possibility of introducing more strategically placed dog bins as one option. The bridal/public 

footpaths need to be better tended with the introduction of dog friendly styles. More information 

is sought regarding the location of footpaths/walks with the possibility of the introduction of a 

circular footpath walk.  A number of comments were made regarding the production of a map of 

walks/pathways.  Concern was expressed regarding the over growth of hedges bordering 

footpaths and bridal ways. 
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5.2.6  Traffic, Parking and Roads 
 

Q42. Out of 259 respondents (96.6%), 217 (over 80%) indicated that they had adequate off-road 

parking. 

 

Q43. 100 (40%) out of 252 respondents (94%) indicated that they had experienced problems 

with road and pavement maintenance. 

 

Q44. The respondents describe the problems as follows: 

 

 Footpath       Road   Fly    Obstructive    Hedge    Flooding   Drainage  

 Problems     Surface Tipping     Parking Growth 

      31   40      2            8              6           11  3 

 

The areas of main concern are Wilton Way, Priory Hill, Manor Road, Odle Hill Grove, Court 

Grange Lane, Odle Hill, and Grange Road. 

 

Q45. Of the respondents, the following percentage thought traffic caused some level of 

problem: 

 

 Speed    Parking    Congestion   Noise    Fumes    Other 

   85%         80%     66%    40%        30%       33% 

 

Clearly speed, parking and road congestion cause the highest level of concern within the 

community. 

 

Q46. Particular areas of the parish which have special traffic problems, as indicated by the 

respondents, are as follows: 

 

School/  Slade  Wilton   Odle Hill/   Church     Manor      Post     Stonemans/   Old Cider  

Shop   Lane  Way  Mallands     House     Rd/Close  Office   Priory Hill      Works 

  58     32        26        17             16    11      10          10       9 

 

Obviously the major areas of concern are outside the School/Shop and the main routes through 

the village. 

 

Q47. Of those who responded to this question, 80% were in favour of some form of speed 

restriction, with almost, if not more than, 70% against any other suggested traffic control or 

calming measures. 

 

Q48. Of the 124 responses to this question the following results were suggested: 

 

Use own   Speed    Speed   Double   Restricted   Police   One side   Weight   Car    One way 

Parking    Rest’n   Humps  Yellow     Parking    Checks   Parking     Rest’n    Park   System 

      19           19          12             8                7                7              6               4            6            3 
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5.2.7  Environmental Issues 
 

Q49. 240 (95%) respondents out of 256 (95.5%) consider protection of the village environment 

and countryside very important with all considering it at lease important. 

 

Q50. In excess of 90% of respondents showed their willingness to support all the local 

conservation measures indicated in this questionnaire. 

 

Q51. Other environmental issues of concern were as follows: 

 

  Landfill    Fly          Recycling  Light         Hedge  

 Pollution Tipping          Points           Pollution    Maintenance 

       24      19     6      6  5 

More minor issues mentioned included preserving the village environment, use of vehicles 

within the village, dog fouling and using wind/solar power. 

 

Q52. Out of 242 (90.3%) respondents 167 (70%) considered that dog fouling is a problem. 

 

Q53. Particular areas that have a dog fouling problem, as indicated by the respondents, are: 

 

 School   Manor   Court Farm   Priory   Ford   Ladywell/   Slade  Recreation 

   Path    Road      Path/Green    Hill      Road   Butchers     Lane      Area 

      42       30  18    10    7      7          6           5 

 

Q54. Out of 255 (95.1%) respondents, 252 (99%) indicated that they would like to see the 

Quaker Burial Ground, the memorial benches and other local heritage sites around the village 

maintained as village features. 

 

Q55. Other issues that the respondents raised were as follows: 

 

 Church     Abbtalk   Village       Dog          Ruby Tip/     Police       Noise     Hedge    

 Inclusion   Delays  Character  Mess/Bins    Landfill     Presence  Pollution Maint 

     29              29              12               9                   8                  6                6             5 
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 5.3    Abbotskerswell Community Plan - Questionnaire 

 

 

 ABBfuture 

 

268 responses were received. 

 

Consideration of results 

• If the sum of the responses does not add up to 268, the remaining respondents did not respond to 

this particular question e.g. Q1 sum of responses shown below equals 264, therefore, 4 

respondents did not respond to this particular question. 

 

 

 

 

 

Q1 Please tick the area of the parish in which you reside 

  Abbotskerswell..................................................................................................................... 237 

  Stoneyhill .............................................................................................................................. 6 

  Two Mile Oak....................................................................................................................... 9 

  Priory ..................................................................................................................................... 12 

 

Q2 How long have you lived at your current address? 

  Less than 1 year.................................................................................................................... 17 

  1-5 years ................................................................................................................................ 62 

  6-10 years .............................................................................................................................. 50 

  11-20 years ............................................................................................................................ 61 

  over 20 years......................................................................................................................... 75 

 

Q3 How long have you lived in the parish? 

  Less than 1 year.................................................................................................................... 13 

  1-5 years ................................................................................................................................ 48 

  6-10 years .............................................................................................................................. 47 

  11-20 years ............................................................................................................................ 62 

  over 20 years......................................................................................................................... 93 
 

 Household information (note: this section is not applicable to businesses) 
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Q4 Age 

  0-4 yrs 5-12 yrs 13-18 

yrs 

19-29 

yrs 

30-44 

yrs 

45-65 

yrs 

65+ yrs 

 Yourself  0  0  0  2  37  109  115 

 Partner  0  0  0  2  29  97  71 

 3  8  15  9  19  3  1  2 

 4  8  11  12  7  2  0  1 

 5  4  5  2  2  0  0  0 

 6  1  2  3  0  0  0  0 

 7  1  0  0  0  0  0  0 

 8  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 

 9  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 

 10  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 

 

Q5 Gender 

  Male Female 

 Yourself  111  142 

 Partner  90  101 

 3  27  30 

 4  17  24 

 5  6  7 

 6  3  3 

 7  1  0 

 8  0  0 

 9  0  0 

 10  0  0 

 

Q6 Principal activity 

  Pre-

school 

School Unive

rsity 

Not 

employed 

Empl

oyed 

Self 

emplo

yed 

Volunta

ry 

worker 

Retired Other 

 Yourself  0  0  1  7  73  30  1  135  8 

 Partner  0  0  2  2  70  26  1  86  7 

 3  7  23  8  0  14  0  0  2  0 

 4  5  25  4  0  5  0  0  1  1 

 5  2  7  2  0  0  0  0  0  2 

 6  0  4  1  0  0  0  0  0  0 

 7  0  1  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 

 8  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 

 9  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 

 10  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  1  0 
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Q7 Average daily  commute (work/school etc) 

  Less 

than 1 

mile 

1-5 

miles 

6-10 

miles 

11-25 

miles 

26-50 

miles 

51-100 

miles 

More 

than 

100 

miles 

 Yourself  44  54  29  19  6  3  1 

 Partner  23  37  30  18  11  3  3 

 3  16  16  9  5  2  0  2 

 4  11  9  10  2  0  1  0 

 5  4  2  1  0  0  0  0 

 6  1  1  1  0  0  0  0 

 7  0  1  0  0  0  0  0 

 8  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 

 9  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 

 10  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 

 

 

 Village services and facilities 

 

 

Q8 Where do you usually get information about events and issues in the parish? 

  Abbtalk ................................................................................................................................ 224 

  Local paper ......................................................................................................................... 91 

  Village web site .................................................................................................................. 8 

  Village notice boards......................................................................................................... 150 

  Notices on telegraph poles ............................................................................................... 139 

  Word of mouth................................................................................................................... 168 

  Other ................................................................................................................................ 31 

 

Q9 Do the methods of communication in Q8 keep you adequately informed of village 

events and issues? 

  Yes .......................................................................................................................................... 206 

  No........................................................................................................................................... 50 

 

Q10 Approximately how many times have you used the Post Office within the past 3 

months? 

 

Visits Number 

None 18 

1-5 51 

6-10 63 

11-15 47 

16-20 18 

20+ 34 
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Q11 What are the 3 post office services or facilities that you use most often? 

  Buying stamps.................................................................................................................... 195 

  Posting letters and parcels................................................................................................ 217 

  Drawing pension and allowances ................................................................................... 26 

  Drawing cash...................................................................................................................... 42 

  Paying bills ......................................................................................................................... 61 

  National Savings ................................................................................................................ 7 

  Other ................................................................................................................................ 39 

 

Q12 Approximately how often do you use the village shop? 

  Daily................................................................................................................................ 117 

  Weekly................................................................................................................................ 85 

  Now & then .......................................................................................................................... 42 

  Hardly ever........................................................................................................................... 10 

  Not at all................................................................................................................................ 3 

 

Q13 What do you use the village shop for? 

  Main grocery shopping................................................................................................ 34 

  Day to day items (papers, bread, milk, tobacco)........................................................... 224 

  Sundry items (alcohol, DVDs etc) ................................................................................... 90 

  Other ................................................................................................................................ 33 

 

Q14 How important is the Primary School to the village community? 

  Very important..................................................................................................................... 215 

  Important .............................................................................................................................. 32 

  Not important....................................................................................................................... 5 

 

Q15 What value do the primary school and pre schools bring to the community? (please 

specify) 

  191 responses were given to this question

 

Q16 Approximately how often do you use the village bus service? 

  Daily................................................................................................................................ 11 

  Weekly................................................................................................................................ 33 

  Now & then ........................................................................................................................ 46 

  Hardly ever......................................................................................................................... 49 

  Not at all.............................................................................................................................. 123 
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Q17 How satisfied are you with the AVAILABILITY of these healthcare services within 

the local area? 

  Very satisfied Satisfied Dissatisfied 

 Nurse  86  104  19 

 Doctor  113  116  20 

 Pharmacy  94  111  34 

 Dentist  47  72  100 

 Chiropodist  28  77  29 

 

Q18 How satisfied are you with the ACCESSIBILITY of these healthcare services within 

the local area? 

  Very satisfied Satisfied Dissatisfied 

 Nurse  74  110  22 

 Doctor  90  120  26 

 Pharmacy  74  112  41 

 Dentist  41  75  89 

 Chiropodist  25  78  31 

 

Q19 Do you use the Mobile Library service? 

  Yes ........................................................................................................................................ 27 

  No......................................................................................................................................... 236 

 

Q20 Do you use the village pubs? 

  Yes .......................................................................................................................................... 206 

  No........................................................................................................................................... 56 

 

Q21 What other trades & services do you use from within the community? 

  Builders ............................................................................................................................... 95 

  Plumbers ............................................................................................................................. 104 

  Painters/Decorators ........................................................................................................... 74 

  Electricians.......................................................................................................................... 67 

  Hairdressers........................................................................................................................ 94 

  Florists ................................................................................................................................ 26 

  Other ................................................................................................................................ 47 

 

Q22 What new trades or services, business or public, would you like to see within the 

community? 

  76 responses were received the most common of which were:

- Pharmacy/Chemist (15)

- Doctor/Medical Services (10)

- Extended bus service (5)

- Garage (5)
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Q23 How would you rate the current refuse collection service? 

  Very satisfied...................................................................................................................... 84 

  Satisfied ............................................................................................................................... 141 

  Dissatisfied.......................................................................................................................... 35 

 

Q24 How would you rate the current recycling system? 

  Very satisfied...................................................................................................................... 75 

  Satisfied ............................................................................................................................... 150 

  Dissatisfied.......................................................................................................................... 37 

 

Q25 How would you like to see our refuse and recycling facilities improved, if at all? 

  170 responses were received

 

Q26 How do you rate the communication technology services in our community? 

  Very satisfied Satisfied Dissatisfied Not 

applicable 

 Analogue TV receivers  43  102  47  26 

 Digital TV receivers  44  98  47  38 

 Digital Radio  29  72  20  72 

 Broadband access  31  82  33  57 

 Public telephones  10  65  33  91 

 

Q27 Do you feel that there is a sufficient visual police presence in the community? 

  Yes ........................................................................................................................................ 48 

  No......................................................................................................................................... 204 

 

Q28 Do you use the Internet facilities currently available in our community? 

  Yes ........................................................................................................................................ 45 

  No......................................................................................................................................... 212 
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 Housing/Planning/Development 

 

 

Q29 How well do you think the current planning system protects and develops our parish 

character and environment? 

  Very well ............................................................................................................................. 19 

  Adequately.......................................................................................................................... 132 

  Insufficiently....................................................................................................................... 77 

  Not at all.............................................................................................................................. 21 

 

Q30 Which of the following types of building development would be most acceptable? 

  Yes No 

 Infill development only  173  52 

 Expansion of the village 

envelope 

 22  191 

 Low cost housing  113  104 

 Social housing  78  127 
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 Business and Employment 

Q31 If you work primarily within the parish please tick the appropriate box(es) 

  I do not 

work 

primarily 

in the 

parish  

Home 

based 

business 

Service 

industry 

Agricu

lture 

Voluntary 

work 

Care 

industr

y 

Manufac

turing/ 

Engineer

ing 

Other  

 Yourself  89  17  7  2  2  4  2  3 

 Partner  91  8  1  1  2  0  0  3 

 3  24  0  0  0  0  0  1  0 

 4  12  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 

 5  3  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 

 6  3  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 

 7  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 

 8  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 

 9  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 

Q32 Do you think more business and employment opportunities should be encouraged in 

the parish? 

  Yes .......................................................................................................................................... 109 

  No........................................................................................................................................... 77 

Q35 If your business is based in the Parish how many people do you employ? 

  

Employees Number 

0 8 

1-5 9 

6-10 3 

11-15 3 

15+ 2 

Q33 Does your business use the Post Office? 

  Yes .......................................................................................................................................... 45 

  No........................................................................................................................................... 52 

Q34 What other village services does your business or employees use? 

 21 responses were received, the most common of which were:

- Village shop (13)

- Pub (7) 
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 Sport and Leisure 

 

 

 

 

Q38 Do you and your family make use of the Children’s Play Area? 

  Daily ................................................................................................................................ 3 

  Weekly................................................................................................................................ 23 

  Now and then....................................................................................................................... 93 

  Never ................................................................................................................................ 94 

 

Q39 How often do you use the footpaths within the parish? 

  Daily................................................................................................................................ 54 

  Weekly................................................................................................................................ 46 

Q36 Which village clubs or societies do you belong to? 

  Cricket................................................................................................................................ 21 

  Football ................................................................................................................................ 2 

  Netball................................................................................................................................ 7 

  Bridge................................................................................................................................ 2 

  Women’s Institute ............................................................................................................... 25 

  Twinning Assoc................................................................................................................... 22 

  Other ................................................................................................................................ 67 

  Other (please specify)  

 

Club/Society Number 

Abbotskerswell ladies group 11 

Church 10 

Abbotskerswell singers 9 

Keep fit 7 

Abbotskerswell Allotment 

Association 

5 

Yoga 4 

Short mat bowls 3 

Badminton 3 

ARA 3 

Abbotskerswell choir 3 

Aerobics 2 

Q37 How frequently have you or your club/society made use of  

  Very 

frequently 

Frequently Infrequently Not at all 

 The Church House   44  32  30  40 

 The Village Hall  10  28  61  33 

 The Recreation ground  9  17  23  55 

 The Parish Rooms  3  15  25  67 
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  Now and then..................................................................................................................... 125 

  Never ................................................................................................................................ 29 

 

Q40 Do you think the public footpaths are well maintained? 

  Yes.......................................................................................................................................... 140 

  No .......................................................................................................................................... 84 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q41 Are there any improvements that you would like to see to any of the facilities 

mentioned in questions 37 thru 40 

  87 responses were to this question

 Traffic, Parking and Roads 

Q42 Do you have adequate private or off-road parking? 

  Yes .......................................................................................................................................... 217 

  No........................................................................................................................................... 42 

Q43 Have you experienced problems with road and pavement maintenance? 

  Yes ........................................................................................................................................ 100 

  No......................................................................................................................................... 152 

Q44 If so please briefly describe the problem and its location 

  92 responses were given to this question

Q45 Please give an indication of the level of problem, if any, traffic causes you in the 

village? 

  Severe 

problem 

Major 

problem 

Minor 

problem 

No problem 

 Road congestion  21  44  56  60 

 Noise  5  19  43  83 

 Parking  37  57  67  38 

 Vehicle fumes  5  12  36  88 

 Speed  53  66  57  31 

 Other  2  4  3  18 

Q46 Are there particular areas of the parish which have special traffic problems? 

  178 responses were given to this question
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Q47 Would you welcome any of the following traffic control or calming measures? 

  Yes No 

 Speed humps in appropriate 

locations 

 73  136 

 Speed restrictions  171  49 

 Chicanes in appropriate 

locations 

 52  132 

 Making selected roads one 

way 

 46  139 

 Double yellow lines  58  133 

Q48 Would you like to suggest a solution to any traffic or parking problems? 

  124 responses were given to this question

 Environmental Issues 

Q49 How important do you consider protection of the village environment and 

countryside? 

  Very important..................................................................................................................... 240 

  Important .............................................................................................................................. 16 

  Not important....................................................................................................................... 0 

Q50 To what extent would you support local conservation measures to? 

  Strongly support Support Do not support 

 Reduce power consumption 

by public services 

 101  109  10 

 Reduce light pollution  110  87  23 

 Increase use of green energy 

by public services 

 113  104  6 

 Protect local bird and wildlife  169  74  2 

Q51 What other environmental issues are of concern to you? 

  96 responses were given to this question

Q52 Do you consider that dog fouling is a problem? 

  Yes .......................................................................................................................................... 167 

  No........................................................................................................................................... 75 
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Q53 Are there particular areas that have a dog fouling problem? If so please briefly 

describe the problem locations 

  130 responses were given to this question

Q54 Would you like to see the Quaker Burial Ground, the memorial benches and other 

local heritage sites around the village maintained as village features 

  Yes ............................................................................................................................................ 252 

  No............................................................................................................................................. 3 

Q55 What have we missed? Are there any other issues you'd like to raise? 

  177 responses were given to this question
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5.4 OPEN QUESTION  RESPONSES 
 

Q8 Where do you usually get information about events and issues in the parish? 

 

Other (please specify) 

• "W.I." 

• "Shop - post office" 

• "Church notices" 

• "The Butchers Arms" 

• "Parish council meetings, ARA" 

• "Shop notice boards & post office" 

• "Why is it necessary to have notices on telegraph poles? Why not properly 

organised" 

• "Board at Totnes Rd junction." 

• "Parish council meetings." 

• "Church weekly notice sheet" 

• "W.I." 

• "Church notices" 

• "Pam Wakeham's black boards" 

• "church notices, school newsletter" 

• "Village shop" 

• "Church notices" 

• "Shop" 

• "Village shop" 

• "Shop" 

• "Local shop" 

• "Church mag" 

• "Village shop" 

• "Church parish notice boards, school & preschool" 

• "Church" 

• "Butchers Arms" 

• "The Priory, where I reside" 

• "Post office" 

• "Posters in post office window" 

• "Priory notice board" 

• "Parish council meetings." 

• "Church" 

 

Q11 What are the 3 post office services or facilities that you use most often? 

 

Other (please specify) 

• "Passport renewal" 

• "Computer - internet and photocopying" 

• "Photocopying" 

• "Sellotape, paper & bags for parcels" 

• "Changing travel money US dollars" 

• "Recorded & special delivery facilities" 

• "Buying cards" 

• "Foreign currency" 

• "Giro bank, photo copying" 

• "Cards & writing paper" 

• "Stationary (card, envelopes)" 
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• "Sending recorded delivery letters" 

• "Internet" 

• "Cards / stationery" 

• "Cards / stationery" 

• "Packaging materials" 

• "Banking as Newton Abbot is virtually impossible to park  in the disabled bays 

near bank to be able to use my wheelchair" 

• "Stationery (cards, wrapping paper)" 

• "Cards" 

• "Stationery" 

• "Buying cards" 

• "Cards" 

• "Car taxes" 

• "Stationery items & cards" 

• "Stationery (cards etc)" 

• "Stationery (cards etc)" 

• "PC" 

• "Premium bonds, birthday cards" 

• "Photocopying" 

• "Paying household bills." 

• "Papers & confectionary" 

• "Cards" 

• "Birthday cards, paper etc." 

• "VED (at Ipplepen)" 

• "Photocopying, purchasing of stationery." 

• "Cards / stationery" 

 

Q13 What do you use the village shop for? 

 

Other (please specify) 

• "Plants & flowers" 

• "Pies & pasties" 

• "Magazines, local notices" 

• "In order to save the rainforest & my money I have cut down drastically on 

papers & magazines" 

• "Sunday newspaper, dry cleaning" 

• "Lottery" 

• "Bird food, plants, eco bin liners" 

• "If run out of convenience items" 

• "Cards, wine, pet food, stationery, DIY camping gas" 

• "Occasional emergency shopping." 

• "Eggs" 

• "Newspapers" 

• "The ham, it's great!" 

• "Semi-main grocery shopping, i.e. more than just day to day items." 

• "Draw cash. Information." 

• "Grocery items needed immediately" 

• "Emergency groceries" 

• "Sunday papers" 

• "Cakes, pasties, chocolates, DIY, cards." 

• "Kindling, gas cylinders, flowers, plants, stamps, cash back, cards, recycling." 

• "Dry cleaning" 
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• "Sunday paper" 

• "Food shopping in week - very convenient" 

• "Vegetables, pet food" 

• "Sunday newspaper" 

• "Read notices" 

• "Water, cereals, sugar, cooked meat, pastries etc." 

• "Secondary food shopping." 

• "Local paper" 

• "Freshly cooked pies, flowers" 

• "Flowers, plants" 

• "Odd items only" 

• "Daily newspaper at weekend" 

 

Q15 What values do the primary school and pre schools bring to the community? 

 

• "Education" 

• "Interest & investment in next generation" 

• "Help keep a younger family element therefore maintaining a good social 

balance" 

• "Young people & young families" 

• "Keeping young children in the village – i.e. a good mix of very young & old" 

• "Think they're at heart of village life; provide strong sense of belonging to village 

community. Also children well involved with village activities; May Day, Xmas 

concert, carol singing at Mallands etc. School PTFA do a mean curry on bonfire 

night!" 

• "Brings young families into the village" 

• "They bring the community together" 

• "Maintain the future of the community / village, provides a focus for growth" 

• "Encourages community spirit with the children living & educated in the village 

until secondary level." 

• "Pre-school is a good start. But sadly when they get to the primary school, there 

are really serious issues that need to be dealt with. I can't understand why the 

authorities haven't been called in to question why so many people have and are 

taking their children out. It used to be such a well run and happy school. I myself 

have had to take 2 of my children out to give them the good education they 

deserve. I have 5 and no way would I let any more of mine go there. The last 4 

years... (cont Q55)" 

• "Taking part in occasions like May Day, Christmas concert, fete." 

• "A primary school is the centre of village life, without it the village would lose 

families and would die. Young children take great comfort in knowing they are 

close to parents." 

• "Employment, community spirit, sense of belonging, friendships" 

• "They keep the village alive, children are the future of our community" 

• "Encourages families - meet & get to know people in the area" 

• "Important that young children associate their initial learning and development 

with their home environment." 

• "Very important to mothers & children" 

• "Children are core to village life, attract young families, encourage friendships 

amongst village dwellers. Being opposite to shop & post office encourages trade." 

• "Regular meeting centres" 

• "They bring young families to village" 

• "Life" 
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• "Children can walk to the local school therefore less car journeys" 

• "It helps to keep young families in the village" 

• "As with other forms of wild life, children should be nurtured and kept in 

balance with the rest of the community. Succeeding generations in every parish 

are essential." 

• "Local education" 

• "Young families, old & young in Abbotskerswell" 

• "Village life centres on the school, church and pubs. Good for children from the 

village to be educated in it, helps to retain a sense of unity." 

• "Events which bring the community together, e.g. school fetes. Having a village 

preschool & primary school keeps the people at the village in touch with each 

other & together – i.e. having a place where friendships (adult & children) are 

formed within the village. Also bring a health benefit in that village children can 

walk to school / preschool (& environmental benefit)." 

• "They bring young families to the village which keeps the community alive and 

fresh. It is also brilliant for children living in the village to be able to go to school 

in their own community." 

• "Contacts for younger parents. Continuity." 

• "Sense of community. Less transportation issues to other school / preschools. 

Centre of village life. Opportunity to meet other village families." 

• "Adds to community picture & spirit, saves young children to have to travel long 

distances to school" 

• "N/A" 

• "Keep community alive with ongoing ideas and keep our village young!" 

• "Keeps the village alive" 

• "Continuity through generations i.e. our children and grandchildren have 

attended the same school." 

• "Focal point of village life - brings people together, fosters community well-

being." 

• "We need the local schools to keep young families in the villages & promote a 

mixed population for the future." 

• "Infants develop within a smaller community prior to moving on to the bigger 

stage. This develops a sense of belonging and confidence roots." 

• "Help children to socialise." 

• "Community spirit, no need for long journeys and very helpful to family life." 

• "Keeping families connected within community." 

• "Helps build a community by drawing together all members with children, 

grandchildren etc." 

• "Gives parents’ opportunity to meet. Children also have friends close by." 

• "Children don't have to travel outside village so less car movement." 

• "Very important, keeps the village alive." 

• "Extremely important as feeder schools for the local primary school." 

• "The future of the village life." 

• "It is a focal point as all other village shops / services / pubs. A social centre of the 

village for young mothers. Children have local friends - not dispersed so once at 

home isolated & lonely." 

• "For the education of the children thus keeping parents' interest in village affairs." 

• "Education of local (village) children a binding factor - bringing families 

together." 

• "Essential - life blood of a living community. Assists next generation in providing 

continuity and a sense of belonging and involvement in village life." 

• "They are the future of the village." 
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• "Injection of youth and young parents with new ideas. Maintain balance of age 

range. Needed to keep village alive." 

• "Primary schools & pre-schools in the village allow for the needs of younger 

families to be accommodated within the community & so allow for the 

community to be regenerated." 

• "Communication between families in the parish." 

• "Possibly bringing younger families into the village." 

• "Ok" 

• "Help the young to keep in touch with the village and have pride in the village." 

• "A diversification of age & complete family package to the village." 

• "Always nice to see the children at pre-school & primary school, it gives pleasure 

to see them & when they go into the village shop they are well behaved." 

• "Allow other children in the village to mix & play together, which is difficult in a 

village environment." 

• "A good spread of different ago groups moving into the village." 

• "Keeps young people in the village." 

• "Help the children come together, especially at school fetes & other activities." 

• "Closer community" 

• "Without the primary school & preschool the village would have fewer young 

people & children - all adding to the mix of people living here." 

• "Life without a school within any community would be lost for any future." 

• "Continuation of living village" 

• "A sense of belonging, of permanence, of future, of commitment. Prevents the 

village becoming a museum, a weekenders retreat or a commuter - community 

with no ties or sense of belonging." 

• "Makes the village attractive to young families." 

• "A younger generation." 

• "A sense and awareness of community, friendships, loyalty & service, an 

understanding of the value of community." 

• "Bonding" 

• "A sense of cohesion." 

• "Place to meet other local adults & other local children encouraging community 

living." 

• "They are the future of the community so are important for strengthening the 

community spirit now & in the future." 

• "They enable all ages up to secondary school to be educated locally. They bring 

young people to the village." 

• "Young families will live here." 

• "Keeps village together, saves on travelling for parents, keeps cost down re-fuel. 

Delights older people to enjoy seeing children perform in school shows, 

exhibitions, May Day etc." 

• "They maintain a good spread of population mix in the village." 

• "Parents together because of the children. Children get to know other children in 

village & local area." 

• "Attracts young families to the village. Children can walk to school reducing the 

number of cars on the roads." 

• "Provide a focus to the community bringing together the younger family life. If 

children had to go out of the village to school there would be no bond to unite 

them as they grow up within the community." 

• "It is a focal point for village life & an important issue for prospective parents." 

• "Hold the community together" 
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• "They give children the opportunity to integrate into the community at a level 

appropriate to them & to make friends & develop social skills as well as 

developed shred interest through their intellectual progress & development. 

Dads & mums also make friends through contacts made through their children. 

Children can bring people together." 

• "The opportunity to meet with other parents & for the children to form 

friendships." 

• "Having a primary school in the village brings a younger group of people / 

children into the community & keeps the village alive & vibrant." 

• "Children brought up in an environment they know. Don't have to be bussed out 

(which would add to pollution)." 

• "Helps to keep the village alive" 

• "Growth, enhancing community spirit, employment." 

• "My children are grown up. We do not use the school; however I would 

campaign vigorously to keep it for the future of youngsters in the village." 

• "A community." 

• "Positive - local schooling for local children. Negative - too many children 

dropped off & collected by car (or other motor vehicle)." 

• "Sense of community amongst children, opportunity of parents to meet." 

• "Keeps the tradition of village life, & enables pupils to compare other ways of life 

later on in their lives." 

• "Main focal point of village. Brings people together. Pre schools especially - 

mums, dads, grandparents all have chance to meet & get to know each other." 

• "A way of making friends & being involved in social activities & helping with 

fundraising which gives a great feeling of being part of something." 

• "Keep people in the village." 

• "They are very important to the community for the families within village & 

surrounding areas." 

• "Focus for the community, ensure a mixed & ageless environment." 

• "It keeps the village population with a good proportion to younger people." 

• "Makes the community complete & a focus for young families - is the future of 

the village." 

• "Attracts families to village. Provides a focal point for the community. Provides 

social interaction. Encourages diverse ago population." 

• "They are the foundation of future community" 

• "A centre for all the children to meet, know each other & feel secure. A place for 

parents & grandparents etc to meet & socialise." 

• "Young families." 

• "Provide essential service to the community. Source of community events. 

Essential part of infrastructure. Maintains community cohesiveness." 

• "Bring young families into the community." 

• "They develop a sense of community; encourage friendships between parents & 

children which lasts through school, university & beyond." 

• "Meeting place. Brings parents together." 

• "N/A to me." 

• "Teaching children" 

• "Foster community spirit by bringing children & parents together." 

• "Helping to keep young families in the village." 

• "Creates friendship groups, centre of activities, best way to educate children is in 

a small village school, creates community responsibility & teaches this to 

children." 

• "The heart of the community along with post office & shop" 
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• "Pulls the community together. Helps young mums to make friends who might 

stay friends as children get older - in turn over time a close community might 

form." 

• "Excellent facilities for education & village life as a meeting place for new parents 

to the village." 

• "Children do not have to travel (& parents) enables child to learn & respect local 

values etc." 

• "Don't know (no children)" 

• "Gives a good start for young children to go to a school together with other 

children they know in a smaller school community atmosphere." 

• "Forming a community within the village, bringing people together for events 

etc." 

• "Social interaction & activities for children & carers" 

• "Helps keep a balance of ages in village; it's a focus for the community. No travel 

for children. Helps greatly to keep village alive and makes it a desirable place to 

live." 

• "Schools for children in their own locality." 

• "It brings focus & purpose for many residents & particularly the parents, but also 

those involved in supporting the school e.g. governors, friends etc." 

• "Enables young people to get to know each other & work for the community." 

• "Family values" 

• """I know everyone in the school, most of them live in Abbotskerswell near me"" 

(age 7)" 

• "Villages who have lost their schools, pubs, post office etc die." 

• "Balanced community!" 

• "Young people" 

• "Encourage families to live in the village; they create social activities for the 

village." 

• "Children feel part of the community" 

• "Encourage young families to the village." 

• "Focal point of our community - essential for young mums & children to 

communicate with each other, keeps village alive" 

• "They are an integral part of the community. It gives the children and their 

families a sense of belonging to the village." 

• "They are necessary to cater for young families living in the village who are 

essential to the community." 

• "Provides for young families & keeps them in the village" 

• "It's nice for children to be taught in a village environment" 

• "Absolutely vital in keeping the village thriving through a continual stream of 

younger people living in village" 

• "Balanced mixture of age groups throughout the community. Some 

employment." 

• "Knowledge & interest in the community" 

• "Family support - informal. Community cohesion." 

• "For the local children to keep it a village" 

• "The pre schools bring an important 'stepping stone' between home life & 

primary school enabling infants to build friendships & comfort zones prior to 

commencing primary school." 

• "Hold it together." 

• "A sense of belonging to a stable environment." 

• "A good sense of community when the children get involved." 

• "Keep community alive" 
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• "Values the energy of the younger generation as the community has a higher 

percentage of elderly." 

• "Young people (plus noise, football, litter, traffic... but necessary)." 

• "Without new parents & young children entering the village, the village would 

eventually become stagnated in terms of population, so schools have value as an 

incentive for residence in or near the village." 

• "Local children educated locally - hopefully learn citizenship" 

• "It keeps the generations of community spirit going & the younger generation 

join the activities in the village." 

• "They are an absolute necessity for local children & their parents. Apart from 

creating a sense of community they are practical too. As a mum who works full 

time, & who doesn't drive, I would find it impossible to get my young son to 

school on a bus, and then get to work on another bus for 9am." 

• "Avoids need to travel out of village for educational needs." 

• "Encourages families to move to the village." 

• "Keep a balance of age groups - not all elderly. Attracts home-buyers. Village 

shop benefits." 

• "Keeps the village alive." 

• "Causes congested parking at peak times (a minus value)." 

• "Maintain the community by educating children within it, not externally." 

• "A meeting place for mothers." 

• "Younger residents to a community." 

• "A sense of place & community" 

• "Community identity." 

• "Ensures the continuity & very existence of the village - no children, no village." 

• "Keeps the village alive!" 

• "Giving our children a sense of ""belonging""." 

• "Educating & rearing children in a benevolent atmosphere." 

• "Bringing young families to village." 

• "Local spirit & identity." 

• "Families provide a balanced community." 

• "A centre for the children to bond together & parents to share life." 

• "Encourage young families to move to the area thus broadening the age range & 

diversity of the community. The excellent reputation of these educational 

facilities makes the area a very desirable place to live & increases house prices. A 

good village / preschool & excellent local shop facilities provide the heart & soul 

of the community." 

• "A good spirit." 

• "It completes the community, provides custom for Model stores, and involves the 

community in their activities." 

• "Encourages young people into the village." 

• "They make it a community." 

• "Keep the community young & ticking over." 

• "Enhancement of community spirit & cohesion. Better for young children to be 

schooled close to home." 

• "They bring young families into the community which has quite a large elderly 

population. This actively benefits the village making it a vibrant & diverse 

community." 

• "Influence the lower age adults to live in Abbotskerswell thereby keeping the 

village ""alive""" 
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• "We consider our schools to be at the very heart of the village. They encourage 

young families to live in Abbotskerswell, & we feel this is imperative to keeping 

the village vital & sustainable." 

• "Young life." 

• "Prevent youngsters having to travel outside village to school. Assist creating 

village for families." 

• "Important for children who live in Abbotskerswell being ""on the spot""." 

• "It forms part of the heart of the community." 

 

Q21 What other trades & services do you use from within the community? 

 

Other (please specify) 

• "Gardener" 

• "How high are their standards??" 

• "Beautician" 

• "Gardener, curtain maker, beautician" 

• "Kitchen fitters" 

• "Vehicle servicing" 

• "Cabinet maker (Peter Booth)" 

• "Kitchen & bedroom installers" 

• "Johanna Westgate, wildlife habitat creator who knows a dry stone waller" 

• "Mums & babies group" 

• "Peter Booth kitchens" 

• "None" 

• "Post office" 

• "Gardeners & heavy work when necessary, weekly house cleaner." 

• "Window cleaner." 

• "General handyman." 

• "Garden - more strenuous work." 

• "Odd job" 

• "Gardeners" 

• "Pretty woman (beauty therapist)" 

• "Window cleaners." 

• "Pretty woman beauty services" 

• "Gardener" 

• "Gardening services, house cleaning." 

• "Wild flower specialist." 

• "Garage" 

• "Car maintenance" 

• "Taxi" 

• "Pretty woman (beauty therapist)" 

• "Gardener" 

• "Taxis" 

• "The above services are used by the Priory management on behalf of the 

residents." 

• "Fish & chips van, milkman, newspapers" 

• "Taxi" 

• "Keep fit - yoga" 

• "Peter Booth kitchens, Pretty Woman" 

• "Car mechanic, car bodywork sprayer" 

• "Most services are included in the Priory facilities" 

• "Log supplier" 
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• "Taxis" 

• "Gardener" 

• "Car repairs" 

• "Lawn mower servicing" 

• "Beauty. (Have only been here a short time)." 

• "Gardener, odd jobs" 

• "Motor repairs Mike Norrish" 

• "Kitchen fitters, garden centre, Mallands Residential Home, fish & chip van." 

 

Q22 What new trades or services, business or public, would you like to see within 

the community? 

 

• "Doctor's surgery, vet surgery" 

• "Chemist or visiting chemist" 

• "Doctor, pharmacy, banking" 

• "Dentist!! NHS preferably" 

• "None" 

• "A good garage" 

• "Village policeman; doctor" 

• "None" 

• "Chemist" 

• "Pharmacy" 

• "Doctor" 

• "Medical services within the village not only in Newton Abbot" 

• "What about bringing in BTCV Devon Rural Skills Trust personnel to teach 

young people how to earn money within this and other parishes?" 

• "Medical" 

• "Chemist" 

• "Chemist nearby - even if in Ipplepen" 

• "Improved tea rooms / cafe in post office selling village memorabilia etc. Also 

display of village history." 

• "We have always been able to find suitable trades services locally." 

• "Dog warden visits." 

• "Visiting advisors on retirement subjects." 

• "Small garage for repair & maintenance of vehicles & garden machinery (e.g. as 

GMPT was)." 

• "Take away." 

• "A health clinic (with dental & nursing services)." 

• "Village chemist." 

• "Nothing." 

• "Like to have garage back again (like GMPT was)" 

• "Electrician" 

• "Think most are available, maybe a coffee shop" 

• "A first class restaurant attracting people into the village. An excellent cafe doing 

the same thing." 

• "Village policeman" 

• "Bus service extended to include Priory" 

• "Farmer's market or greengrocer." 

• "Pharmacy." 

• "Bus service extended to Sundays & a later service during the week." 

• "Regular fresh local fish van. A directory of approved local builders, plumbers, 

etc would be very useful." 
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• "Dentist." 

• "I would like the local bus to come up to Stoneyhill twice a day as it used to." 

• "I think the village is very well catered for as it is & nothing else springs to mind." 

• "None" 

• "Satisfied with current services." 

• "Evening yoga classes (for working people). A couple of small businesses 

providing jobs for local people, must have off road parking e.g. architect's office, 

photocopy shop." 

• "None" 

• "Doctor's surgery" 

• "Butchers - fresh meat" 

• "NHS dentist" 

• "Would like to be able to do the lottery at the village shop." 

• "Doctors, pharmacy" 

• "I don't know" 

• "Computer repairs, TV repairs" 

• "Sunday newspaper delivery" 

• "Cafe / restaurant" 

• "PO to shop (model stores - not to lose it). Plus internet access for elderly & 

young members of the community." 

• "Chemist" 

• "Pharmacy" 

• "Butcher, baker" 

• "Garage, chiropody service, adequate pharmacy delivery service" 

• "All seem to be available within a reasonable area" 

• "Reliable & safe 'odd job' person / gardener to assist elderly within the village." 

• "More bus services." 

• "Reasonably priced tree cutter" 

• "Funeral directors, butcher, baker" 

• "Swimming pool indoor (adults)" 

• "Doctor's surgery & pharmacy would be a godsend! More for the kids - a youth 

club? Or youth cafe?" 

• "Chemist, doctor, greengrocer" 

• "None" 

• "Community police - never see them." 

• "None" 

• "Bus service at the Priory" 

• "Gardening services." 

• "Dry cleaning. Take away food delivery (more varied). More for young people - 

better, more frequent youth services." 

• "Doctor's clinic, vets practice." 

• "Keep the post office." 

• "Garage" 

• "Dentist." 

• "Pharmacy." 

• "Organic butcher." 
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Q25 How would you like to see our refuse and recycling facilities improved, if at all? 

 

• "To include all plastic bottles" 

• "Recycling facilities more available and advertised - once a month in the car 

park?" 

• "Weekly recycling & refuse collections, large item recycling paint paper & glass." 

• "Would like aluminium collection" 

• "Take more types of recyclable plastics" 

• "We would like to recycle more plastics etc" 

• "Collection / recycling of aluminium" 

• "White paper to be recycled & not sent for composting. Plastic recycling in 

addition to milk bottles." 

• "Take more plastic" 

• "More facility for recycling plastic bottles other than milk" 

• "More care emptying recycling boxes - mines was broken by dustman. Bins 

pushed back against walls." 

• "Green bins emptied weekly" 

• "Facility to recycle plastic bottles" 

• "Weekly collections - recycling not good in especially summer - smell, maggots 

etc" 

• "Recycle more things, plastic etc" 

• "We are very lucky to have a green bin we can put all recyclable compostable 

waste. Also excellent easy to use recycling centre in Newton Abbot. Only 

problem is I have to drive to recycling centre for non-milk plastic bottles." 

• "More frequent collections" 

• "I would like the bins to be pushed back against the property once emptied so 

that the path is left for walking" 

• "Could recycle more" 

• "Reduction of litter & fly tipping in & around the village" 

• "As someone who pays £50 per month to buy 30kg of wild bird seed from 2 

British farms, plus I would like non-recyclable sacks removed. Special container?" 

• "More frequent" 

• "Green bins - weekly services, especially in summer" 

• "Lids for the containers. Special bins for yellow bag collection. Plastic bottle box." 

• "Weekly collection of green bin in summer. Recycling to include batteries and 

plastics in addition to milk cartons." 

• "Weekly collection of green bin in summer time" 

• "Collection of other plastics" 

• "Weekly collection of green waste bin in summer months" 

• "Weekly collection of green bin" 

• "More collections, too many flies" 

• "We'd like to recycle plastic bags and bottles. Also cartons from juice and milk." 

• "Once a week collections." 

• "Weekly collections" 

• "Weekly collections for food waste." 

• "Recycle more kinds of plastic containers, bottles, packaging." 

• "Kitchen waste smells after 1 week." 

• "We would like weekly collections of food waste. We were told by the RAT 

CATCHER not to compost food waste after a neighbour had an infestation of rats 

in 2005." 

• "More recycling." 

• "Recycle more items, plastic / clothing etc." 
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• "Yes, to be able to recycle more things." 

• "Plastic bottle bank in village." 

• "Every week for refuse, more plastic recycling, too much still going to land fill." 

• "Could recycle other items e.g. plastic bottles and textiles." 

• "A weekly collection would be an improvement, especially in the warmer 

weather. They could recycle more." 

• "It seems ok at present." 

• "Once a week collection on recycling." 

• "More frequent collection. I also believe if collection full a reason is found not to 

take recycling." 

• "More availability for the disposal of furniture etc especially for very old 

residents." 

• "Pick up of 'throw-outs' not covered e.g. broken mechanical or electrical items. 

Pick-up of plastic bottles." 

• "Weekly collections in summer months. Facilities to recycle all plastic containers." 

• "Food to be collected weekly. Lid to papers - otherwise they get wet! Recycling 

centre containers in village e.g. card, bottles, plastic etc." 

• "We are doing very well - just continue the good work." 

• "By weekly collections of refuse & recycling waste." 

• "Would like to have cardboard / paper & plastic collections. One collection of 

each fortnightly for a family of 5 (in holidays) is insufficient." 

• "Ok as it is." 

• "Weekly collection in the summer months for food waste. Collecting point for 

plastics not collected now." 

• "Food bins emptied weekly in the summer months." 

• "Take more plastics. More info." 

• "Yes if possible" 

• "The green wheelie bin being emptied every week during the summer months." 

• "Clear plastic bottle collection." 

• "More recycled" 

• "Rubbish collected weekly to avoid maggots" 

• "Plastic bottles etc... general plastic packages all used to be recycled, now are not. 

We collect our plastic bottles & take them to recycle at Sainsbury’s but always full 

- what is going on?" 

• "Perhaps weekly - especially in the summer - when our green bin can be crawling 

with maggots!" 

• "Summer collection should guarantee on health reasons. Green bins especially." 

• "Items marked for recycling (bearing {symbol} mark) should NOT have to go into 

landfill. Facilities should be made available." 

• "Increased plastics recycling. Perhaps a central village collection point?" 

• "Facility for recycling plastic bottles etc" 

• "Unnecessary" 

• "Recycling of more plastic." 

• "Recycling bin emptied weekly especially during summer months to avoid 

maggots in bins." 

• "The instructions for plastics in the refuse collection is very vague." 

• "N/A" 

• "Collection for recycling of all types of plastic." 

• "Like Germany mostly everything recycled - all plastics." 

• "Weekly compostable collection & collection of all plastic bottles." 

• "Advertising etc to get more people to recycle." 

• "Weekly (not fortnightly) waste 'green' bin." 
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• "It would be good if plastics could be recycled." 

• "Weekly collection of composting - bins smell in summer." 

• "I would like more garden refuse collected in the summer months. A weekly bin 

would be better than once a fortnight!" 

• "Facility to include plastics (polystyrene!!). Also aluminium foil containers, etc." 

• "Green bin emptied every week during the summer. Large plastic bottles 

collected." 

• "Green bins to be emptied every week during summer season" 

• "In the summer months - weekly green bins emptied!" 

• "All ok" 

• "Both bins to be emptied on a weekly basis." 

• "We recycle plastic bottles & tin foil. Would like to see these facilities more local. 

Also facilities for other plastics & clothes." 

• "In summer collect both green & black bins on a weekly basis (for health reasons). 

Fewer bins & boxes - one recycle bin then sorted elsewhere." 

• "Plastic bottle & old clothing recycling point in village." 

• "Plastic bottle bank." 

• "Weekly collection of food waste." 

• "Food (green) bins to be collected weekly." 

• "I don't like them being collected fortnightly." 

• "I welcome new clothes etc. Recycling bin at village shop." 

• "More frequent collections especially recycling in the summer - should be twice 

weekly not once fortnightly." 

• "Green bins should be emptied weekly. Lids should be provided for recycle 

boxes." 

• "Collection of other plastics besides milk containers & during the summer 

months extra green waste collections." 

• "Weekly collection of compost bin during summer. A plastic bottle collection 

point would save regular trips to the recycling centre." 

• "Collected weekly" 

• "I would like to see more." 

• "Weekly collections for both" 

• "The green bin should be emptied every week instead of 2 weeks." 

• "Weekly collection of recyclables in summer months." 

• "Collection of plastic bottles." 

• "Weekly collection for food waste. 2 weekly causes smelly bins & encourages flies 

& vermin." 

• "All plastic bottles should be collected & recycled." 

• "More collections of the contents of the dog bins." 

• "Collection more regular especially at Christmas." 

• "Bins being emptied weekly." 

• "More frequent collection of green waste especially in warm weather. More 

plastics." 

• "No" 

• "All plastics should be recycled." 

• "Collection of plastic containers." 

• "By collection recycled materials weekly." 

• "Weekly collection of recycling waste to avoid smells & flies in hot weather." 

• "Collection of both bins every week." 

• "Close Ruby waste management and find a more appropriate site." 

• "Collection of plastic bottles." 

• "A collection of plastic. A lid for the recycling paper box." 
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• "Food waste more often ""global warming!"". A bin for plastic bottles put 

somewhere in village." 

• "I leave that question for the people who deal with refuse disposal etc." 

• "Green waste recycling" 

• "Would prefer that bins were returned to where they were found rather than left 

on pavement - a distance of approximately 2 feet." 

• "More recycling of different plastics which currently go into landfill" 

• "Weekly collection for both bins" 

• "Weekly collection of black bins for health reasons. Batteries to be recycled 

separately. At the moment mercury, cadmium etc goes into landfill." 

• "More recycling - plastic collection." 

• "Weekly collection of recycling bins" 

• "Plastic bottles (other than milk) should be recycled." 

• "Lids available for boxes" 

• "Household rubbish collected weekly" 

• "Lids on recycling boxes to stop contents (paper) getting wet" 

• "Would be great to be able to recycle plastic bottles from the Kerbside boxes" 

• "Refuse collected every week i.e. no more stinking bins hanging around." 

• "Collection of plastic waste for recycling would be good" 

• "More plastics etc to be recycled, picked up from doorstep" 

• "Weekly collection of all refuse." 

• "Recycling simplified with less bins." 

• "Refuse bin washed occasionally. We pay to have recycling bin washed." 

• "A plastic bottle bank - for drink bottles, coke lemonade etc." 

• "Weekly collection of household waste green bin" 

• "Collection of plastic bottles too. Collection of general plastic (ie bags)." 

• "To include plastics, like clear plastic bottles etc." 

• "Collection of both bins every week. Opportunity to recycle more waste e.g. all 

plastic, not just milk cartons." 

• "Weekly instead of fortnightly collection in summer months" 

• "Lids of recycling boxes to keep contents dry." 

• "Recycle clear plastics as well as 'milky'" 

• "Weekly collections for compost material." 

• "Be able to recycle foil trays." 

• "I would like a green bin collection weekly, at least in the summer months" 

• "More recycling opportunities in village would be good." 

• "Weekly collections of green waste." 

• "Introduction of plastic packaging recycling ability. Weekly green bin collections 

in the summer months." 

• "Green bin collected weekly." 

• "Teignbridge seem very selective about plastic bottle collection, only milk 

cartons. Why?" 

• "Return bins to house drive - should not be left on pavement i.e. obstruction." 

• "I would like to reinstate the plastic bottle recycling (as other areas do) & I would 

want my green bin emptied every week, as it smells & gets infested & unhygienic 

in the summer." 

• "Refuse placed into black bags sorted properly – i.e. plastic drink bottles recycled, 

not dumped into landfills." 

• "Recycling of plastic bottles & clothes." 

• "Bring back LOCAL to the village newspaper / plastic recycling skips. Not glass 

as there is a collection place somewhere where the noise doesn't disturb 

residents." 
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• "Green bin collected weekly in summer." 

• "Plastic bottles collected." 

• "Keeping boxes renewed as they break. Cleaning up around the bin if spilt." 

• "Plastics could / should be recycled." 

• "I would like to see a bottle bank for collection of plastic bottles as we do not now 

drive & cannot get to the bottle bank at Sainsbury's." 

• "By adopting a common recycling policy with the neighbouring districts. TDC 

policy is different to South Hams & Torbay, & other areas in Devon are different 

again. How difficult can this be?" 

• "1: Collection of garden refuse (when more than paper bag system can cope 

with). 2: Facility for collection of plastics not taken at present." 

• "Plastics recycling." 

 

Q31 If you work primarily within the parish please tick the appropriate box(es) 

 

Other 

• "Education" 

• "Private tuition" 

• "School" 

• "Education" 

• "Retired" 

• "Pub" 

 

Q34 What other village services does your business or employees use? 

 

• "N/A" 

• "N/A" 

• "Shop - lunch & sundries" 

• "N/A" 

• "N/A" 

• "N/A" 

• "Advertising in Abbtalk" 

• "N/A" 

• "Village shop." 

• "N/A" 

• "N/A" 

• "Village shop, pubs" 

• "None" 

• "N/A" 

• "Shop, school, pres-school, pubs" 

• "The pre-school, school & village park" 

• "N/A" 

• "The post office, village shop, restaurants & pubs" 

• "N/A" 

• "Village shop" 

• "N/A" 

• "The village shop" 

• "None" 

• "N/A" 

• "Village shop" 

• "N/A" 

• "None. Work for NHS hospital." 
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• "None" 

• "Model stores" 

• "Some trades e.g. plumbers / electricians." 

• "Pub" 

• "None" 

• "Post box top of Odle hill - opening too small for A4 business envelopes." 

• "None" 

• "None" 

• "The village shop & village pubs" 

• "None" 

• "Bus service, shop, pubs" 

• "Shop, pub, electricians." 

• "All current" 

• "Village shop" 

• "Model stores" 

• "Bus, post box" 

• "None" 

 

Q36 Which village clubs or societies do you belong to? 

 

Other (please specify) 

• "Church" 

• "Flower show" 

• "Allotments" 

• "Village choir (Abbotskerswell singers); skittles" 

• "Allotment association, junior cricket club (summer)" 

• "Church youth & school sports clubs" 

• "Keep fit" 

• "Church" 

• "ASMBC, Badminton (ladies), Ladies group" 

• "AK singers & small church choir. Ladies group." 

• "Abbotskerswell Allotment Association" 

• "Until illness i used to attend Steph's yoga & aerobics classes" 

• "Abbotskerswell singers" 

• "Abbotskerswell singers" 

• "Ladies group" 

• "Abbotskerswell singers" 

• "Ladies group" 

• "Use of tennis courts regularly" 

• "None" 

• "Ladies group" 

• "Abbotskerswell singers." 

• "ARA" 

• "Village hall ARA" 

• "Village Hall committee" 

• "Ladies group" 

• "Ipplepen Bowling Club" 

• "Church" 

• "Keep Fit; Temms" 

• "Ladies group" 

• "Church socials." 

• "Tennis (in future hopefully)" 
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• "Allotment association" 

• "Badminton" 

• "Church" 

• "AK singers, Friday group" 

• "None - used to play tennis" 

• "Allotment association, Ladies group" 

• "Keep Fit; church" 

• "Church, village hall activities, May Day, garden show" 

• "Choral group" 

• "None - need more interesting activities for young people eg salsa dancing, 

circuit training." 

• "Yoga, Abbotskerswell singers, church" 

• "Aerobics" 

• "Yoga & aerobics" 

• "Abbotskerswell ladies group" 

• "Church" 

• "Yoga" 

• "Badminton" 

• "Keep fit" 

• "Yoga in church house, Keep Fit in village hall" 

• "South Devon model railway society, Keep Fit (church house)" 

• "Abbotskerswell choir" 

• "None currently but have been actively involved in village life in the past" 

• "Not yet! Too busy." 

• "Yoga, circuit training" 

• "Abbotskerswell singers" 

• "Short mat bowls" 

• "Church" 

• "Short mat bowling" 

• "Short mat bowling club." 

• "Ladies group" 

• "Village pool team." 

• "ARA" 

• "Voluntary work." 

• "Keep fit" 

 

Q41 Are there any improvements that you would like to see to any of the facilities 

mentioned in questions 37 thru 40 

 

• "Dog mess on the main footpaths & the public footpaths / rights of way have 

spoiled many a family walk" 

• "The bridle path behind the Butchers Arms (Ladywell) is badly potholed and 

becomes impassable on foot in wet weather." 

• "Hedge growth cut back more often & dog bins at entrances where they're not too 

close to private dwellings" 

• "The footpath between Wilton Way & Church Cottages needs repairing." 

• "Policing of play park. Larger children / teenagers often cause distress to small 

children, parents & residents of the village." 

• "No" 

• "Improved facilities for teenagers" 

• "Footpath at near of Butchers Arms needs resurfacing." 

• "Village & surrounds map of walks" 
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• "Footpath from Priory Road - Decoy not to be ploughed into" 

• "Footpaths need to be clear of rubbish, overgrowing hedges and the gravel paths 

are muddy" 

• "The removal of overhanging greenery which is impossible to see in the dark" 

• "No thank you" 

• "Footpaths need repairs. Roads - poor work when roads were surfaced recently." 

• "No" 

• "Bins within park (not just wheelie bin in carpark), more doggy bins on 

footpaths" 

• "Better sports facilities - tennis club?" 

• "Footpaths should be better maintained" 

• "No" 

• "Interior decor / lighting in village hall when used for functions / entertainment 

(poor ambience - too harsh for music in particular)." 

• "The footpath should be maintained frequently & people should be ordered to 

cut back hedges & remove their rubbish often stored in the footpaths." 

• "Replacement of hedges along footpath across Ruby tip" 

• "Less muddy underfoot. Less dog fouling." 

• "Footpath - keep clear of large rubbish and make slopes where steps." 

• "Yes to parish rooms" 

• "Street / path lighting on the footpaths between Court Grange and Wilton Way" 

• "Footpath between Court Grange Lane & Corn Park Rd (opposite end of Odlehill 

Gve) - has steps down length in random places, badly lit at night. White stripes 

on steps almost completely worn off - require remarking in dayglow white to 

prevent falls!" 

• "No" 

• "As a responsible dog owner who always cleans up I am always disgusted at the 

number of thoughtless irresponsible people who must live in Abbotskerswell & 

who do not clean up. By the size of the droppings it must be mainly owners of 

big dogs who are guilty. They even allow them to mess my front garden." 

• "No" 

• "More dog poo bins." 

• "Footpath improved where possible." 

• "No" 

• "Paths kept clearer of bushes & nettles etc more regularly. Ice cream van to call at 

the park in summer months." 

• "Dog fouling huge problem." 

• "We would like to have a circular walk down Vicarage house - perhaps coming 

out at Brookside - Booths house or the playing fields." 

• "As stated footpaths could be cleared of overhanging shrubbery in places, also 

some have very uneven surfaces & raised service covers. Very very hazardous in 

dark." 

• "Re: Q39 & 40 - map(s) of footpath routes (destinations) would be useful & 

encourage increased use." 

• "Would like to see the bridal way from Court Grange Lane easier to use - less 

muddy & generally better drained." 

• "Repair the footpaths" 

• "Dog mess should be prevented on public & local footpaths." 

• "Parish rooms repair" 

• "Clean the rubbish from footpaths & lanes. Ask for volunteers - working party 

etc." 

• "The public footpath between Odlehill & the church could be better maintained." 
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• "The farmer has placed a feeding trough at the entrance to the footpath adjacent 

to Court Grange - the ground is churned up making the path unpassable." 

• "We should use the cricket club more" 

• "Not really" 

• "All ok" 

• "None that I am aware of." 

• "Swimming pool" 

• "Less litter, more cleaning of weeds debris etc. Keeping drains open, ie flooding 

on Priory Rd." 

• "Council should fine people who allow their dogs to foul the footpaths - monitor / 

patrol these areas at random including outside of office hours." 

• "Q39 - the footpath by the church needs upgrading to enable the disabled to use 

in high chairs etc, also the manholes need to be adjusted for levels, otherwise 

users can trip over them." 

• "Footpaths maintained. Some are dangerous." 

• "Parish rooms updated - also village hall could be more attractive." 

• "No" 

• "Some of the stiles are too high for the more mature walkers. If lower steps were 

put in place would use more frequently. Especially off Stoneman's hill." 

• "Dog friendly styles" 

• "Footpaths tidied" 

• "The public footpath at the rear of 64-56 Wilton Way should be swept & 

maintained properly." 

• "Stiles too high for the older walker especially off Stonemans hill to Decoy 

woods" 

• "Yoga class on evenings." 

• "More (illegible) for footpaths across fields etc." 

• "No" 

• "It is a shame that dogs are not permitted in the playing field area. However, I 

understand the rationale." 

• """The roundabout in the park does not go round fast enough - it is now safe but 

no fun!"" (age 7). ""The new swings / slide / playthings in the park are great. The 

park needs a bigger climbing area for older children"" (age 10)." 

• "Bushes out back on some footpaths. To empty dog bins more often. Sometimes 

they're overflowing. It's very lazy of some dog owners who put used bags near 

bins." 

• "Litter & fly tipping is an ever increasing problem. Villagers must be responsible 

for some of it. I really appreciate the efforts of the villagers who provide these 

facilities. Mindless vandalism & graffiti spoil their efforts - more obvious 

community policing might help." 

• "I would like to see the bridleway down Vicarage Rd past old water works & up 

hill to the top of the Butchers Arms hill opened up for horse riders & walkers" 

• "Hedges cut back to boundary walls on school's housing. Some hedges protrude 

over the pavement 2-3 foot. Country hedges require regular trimming. Bench 

would be useful in the skateboad park." 

• "Provision of village footpath map. Extension of Vicarage Rd to make circular 

walk." 

• "The footpath from Abbotskerswell cross to Abbotshill park, & from Abbotshill 

park to Dembry Deisald to next road to Abbotskerswell are in a mess." 

• "Some footpaths (Odlehill Grove) need improvement work - potholes, not level" 

• "Q40 no bulls kept in fields with public footpaths going through" 

• "Some gravel on muddy footpaths would be good. Court Farm car park & 
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surrounds very scruffy with dropped litter." 

• "More for the children (clubs) - brownies, youth clubs." 

• "The park is never very clean, untidy with rubbish from November 5th bonfire 

around toddler play area" 

• "Gardens that back on to footpaths, keeping their shrubs & trees cut back off the 

paths" 

• "Always dog mess on the pavements." 

• "Some rights of way extremely muddy." 

• "More accessible cost for hire of village hall. Improvement in the state & signage 

of footpaths & bridleways." 

• "No" 

• "We would like dog friendly styles! Catering for large dogs! It limits our walks." 

• "A dog bin at the bottom of Ladywell." 

• "Hedges & trees cut back clear of main footpaths. Also Court Farm Inn green 

paths." 

• "Better footpath system & signposts." 

• "We would like to see a development of the footpath network to provide more 

routes." 

 

Q44 Have you experienced problems with road and pavement maintenance? If so 

please briefly describe the problem and its location 

 

• "The path from the junction of Priory Road / Manor / Slane Lane down / up to the 

village. Tree roots very dangerous." 

• "Potholes in Wilton Way & Slade Lane" 

• "Potholes" 

• "Pavements in Odlehill Grove are crumbling, and in a dangerous condition. The 

road itself is deteriorating." 

• "Raised manhole covers / other covers in the road - dangerous to cyclists. Top of 

Grange (Court) have very rough surface & potholes. No barrier where deep ditch 

clips road, could easily step down & fall in it (quite deep)." 

• "The pavement at the bottom of Grange Road is in a shocking state" 

• "Poor road surface at the entrance to Church path" 

• "The whole of Court Grange Lane requires resurfacing (not more attention to 

potholes)." 

• "Lots of pot holes around" 

• "Recurrent problems with drain just 'upstream' of property which is always full 

of mud so surface water used to pour into drive." 

• "Footpath Grange Rd is in a shocking state" 

• "Manor Road - resurfaced 2005" 

• "I use the cut through between Odlehill Grove and Corn Park Road, there are 

steps that need to have the edges painted white. At night or when dark this area 

is a hazard. (Footnote: DONE.)" 

• "Parking on both sides of Manor Road created blind spots and makes movement 

difficult and at times impossible" 

• "Potholes after 'resurfacing' of Slade Lane" 

• "Old cider works, problem driving through when lorries obstructing." 

• "Potholes in various locations. Road on Stonemans Hill, Forde Road pavement at 

top on right hand side." 

• "A few years ago I had a serious fall outside our house caused through uneven 

surfacing." 

• "Lanes around the village are not maintained well, poor road surface, 
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encroaching hedges." 

• "As a full council tax payer, Forde Close needs work to bring up standard. The 

road has never been taken over by the highway department." 

• "Footpath by Court Farm Inn." 

• "Potholes in Court Grange Lane." 

• "Odlehill Grove both the footpath & the road is a disgrace. The parish promised it 

would be resurfaced 3/4 years ago, nothing has been done." 

• "Vehicles parking on pavements." 

• "The main road through the village is a shambles and where it meets drives or 

other roads it is about 1 inch higher and can be dangerous in the dark." 

• "Footpath / steps between Wilton Way & Grange Rd. There is no lighting and the 

steps are not visible in the dark. White painted edges worn so not visible. I had 

bad falls on these. Drainage bad on road between Abbotskerswell & Stonycombe 

- floods & debris." 

• "Pavements should be maintained better - especially where garden shrubs 

overgrow causing narrowing & damage to the pavements." 

• "Poor & deteriorating condition of Court Grange Lane" 

• "The pavements often are not flat, have cracks." 

• "Potholes in road, footpath sunken making drive entrance difficult. Odlehill Gve." 

• "I would like to see the pavements down Wilton Way more maintained. I realise 

water meters have been installed & must cause some problem but cars could be 

parked in their own driveway & there would not be the problem." 

• "Priory Hill (lower end)" 

• "Pavements down Wilton Way very uneven." 

• "Priory Rd - people & farms cutting hedges - should be done twice & year & 

cleared up! Mud on road - car skids & thorns have caused tyre to puncture & skid 

which could have been very dangerous but also cost £125 new tyre!" 

• "Wilton Way" 

• "Flooding at dip in road beside Priory boundary wall" 

• "Inadequate collection of fly-tipping; litter in Odlehill (one way road)" 

• "Uneven pavements." 

• "Potholes - Odlehill Grove, Court Grange Lane" 

• "Potholes on Odlehill. Concrete footpath badly needs attention between 1-5 St 

Mary's Close. Flooding on road to Maddacombe Cross." 

• "Court Grange Rd surface (& edges) full of pot holes. Despite being ""resurfaced"" 

recently, Wilton Way also in bad state. Entrance into Grange Rd (left hand side) 

also in need of maintenance." 

• "Pits bumps & general unevenness, bad maintenance by council." 

• "Blocked drains frequently. Poor roof maintenance." 

• "Lack of a footpath from Higher Sinke House to the top of Grange Manor Road" 

• "Vegetation growing in kerbs." 

• "15 to 21 pavement maintenance, Manor Road" 

• "See Q41." 

• "Grating throughout the village in winter." 

• "Road cleaning when cars are parked - so cleaning not done properly. Pavement 

cleaning not done often enough." 

• "Bad road surface Court Grange Lane" 

• "I am sure a simple drainage hole in the wall would solve the problem of 

flooding at the Priory." 

• "Trading estate, Manor Rd" 

• "Road surfaces due to patching, Wilton Way in particular. The number of cars 

parked outside Model stores." 
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• "Pavement outside 64-56 Wilton Way requires repair. Pot holes Court Grange 

Lane." 

• "Pavements" 

• "Stoneyhill pavements poorly maintained." 

• "The hedgerows especially outside the school need to be kept better trimmed." 

• "Footpath down A385 not maintained well - also understood it was originally 

planned to join up to the footpath just past Denbury." 

• "Overhanging bushes at bottom end of Wilton Way, forcing me out into the 

road." 

• "Two Mile Oak too much traffic going too quickly, especially huge skip lorries" 

• "Pavements never repaired despite having had sprained ankles etc." 

• "Occasional floods" 

• "Regular flooding on lanes past the Butchers Arma - one particularly bad spot-in 

dip. Also flooding by the Priory." 

• "Pot holes in Manor Close" 

• "Flooding in Priory Rd outside wall of nun's graveyard. No flood (illegible) 

erected." 

• "Water spurting through the road below Church house." 

• "See Q41. Where we used to walk & planted a garden that we couldn't possibly 

walk on, the council said it was in hand but nothing's been done." 

• "Poorly maintained roads & footpaths in general throughout the parish" 

• "Court Grange Lane - potholes & flooding & hedges cutting throughout the 

whole parish area" 

• "2" 

• "As being old & not able to walk far, parking outside of my house is a nightmare. 

People in the road have 2-3 cars." 

• "Too many to mention - but generally holes & cracks in roads & pavements cause 

problems." 

• "Forde Close is a private road although no sign to indicate this. Constantly seeing 

huge lorries turning in (really wanting the Forde Close off Brunel Rd, Newton 

Abbot); also cars park visiting properties on Odle Hill - too lazy to park on their 

friend's drive." 

• "Road surface on Stonemans Hill Odle Hill potholed & rutted surface worn 

away" 

• "Balfour Beatty diggings" 

• "Large vehicles parking on pavements etc in small roads & many people do not 

use their off road facilities when they have them, causing double parking & 

narrow accessibility in smaller roads." 

• "Potholes causing damage to my vehicle." 

• "Potholes & raised manhole covers Odle Hill floods near Priory." 

• "The pavement from Hillside Cottages to the letter box is very overgrown." 

• "Pot holes not filled in quick enough. Pavements not maintained to safe 

condition." 

• "Wilton Way, Slade Lane, very badly resurfaced." 

• "Poor conditions in Priory Rd, poor drainage of flood waters." 

• "Surfaces are uneven." 

• "No pavement cleaning, infrequent drain cleaning." 

• "Uneven pathing. Very steep steps - end of Odlehill Grove. Burst water main on 

road - left for up to two weeks." 

• "Footpath Grange Rd by new garages, Odle Hill road surface." 

• "Poor surfaces, weeds in gutters." 

• "Pavement breaking up opposite Manor Farm." 
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• "Holes in the surface of Priory Rd. Rubbish being dumped in the short lane which 

leads off Totnes Rd to Manor Rd." 

• "Digging up Wilton Way after resurfacing having waited over 20 years." 

• "Bad pavement kerbs". 

• "Odle Hill has huge holes and the tarmac is crumbling away." 

 

Q45 Please give an indication of the level of problem, if any, traffic causes you in the 

village? 

 

Other (please specify) 

• "Large lorries in small lanes" 

• "My car was reversed into while it was parked outside my house and the driver 

drove off without stopping. He lives in this village." 

• "Obstruction of junctions, lack of judgment in parking etc." 

• "Misuse of & ignoring roundabout." 

• "Selfish on road parking where private parking is available." 

• "Vehicles parking on pavements throughout the village." 

• "Inconsiderate parking of large business vehicles outside other people's houses." 

• "Cars parking on pavements & at road junctions." 

• "Skateboarders down hill" 

• "Amount of accidents on A381" 

• "Outside the school / shop area." 

 

Q46 Are there particular areas of the parish which have special traffic problems? 

 

• "Manor Road with its junction with the main road. Parking of cars belonging to 

the business units. Opposite the school at times when parents are leaving or 

collecting children it's a nightmare." 

• "Outside school" 

• "Wilton Way - speed; Court Grange Lane - speed; Slade Lane - speed; Priory Lane 

- speed." 

• "Speed of vehicles coming up through village & round the bend into Odlehill. 

With parking either side at one point plus 2 major bends (and a school), TOO 

FAST!" 

• "A trademan's van parks with its rear end sticking out just above Yeoman's 

Cottage. It's a road hazard. Some vehicles drive through narrow parts of the 

village, e.g. outside Willow Grove, at reckless speed." 

• "Wilton Way - speeding cars / motorbikes" 

• "Outside the school" 

• "Church House - inconsideration parking" 

• "Outside of the school & shop, particularly at school times. Parking in Wilton 

Way in the area of entrance to Court Farm Inn - cars parked on both sides of the 

road with small gaps having little room to get by with long vehicle." 

• "Slade Lane during school pick up hours. Occasionally the area around Church 

House. Parking in Grange Road, particularly at the Wilton Way end can make life 

difficult." 

• "Parking outside the primary school. Many parents who live in the village still 

take their children to school via car." 

• "Slade Lane - speeding from P.O. to bottom of village." 

• "Odlehill (see Q48)" 

• "The entrance to Church path is often restricted by parked vehicles. Access for 

emergency vehicles is a problem." 
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• "People driving too fast in back lanes" 

• "Slade Lane, Wilton Way." 

• "School area" 

• "1: In an odd way the parking stops most of the speeding as single file. 2: I've 

seen some huge lorries trying to get down Odle Hill & failing, the road looks 

wide at start then abruptly narrows at 30mph sign by Mallands. A sign there 

saying ""single file with passing places"" and a hazard sign (not ""30mph"" as it 

suggests you can go at that speed!)" 

• "Parking along road - top Manor Road - water Moto, units. Always congested." 

• "School, shop & post office area" 

• "Outside school, Water moto" 

• "Outside the primary school" 

• "No" 

• "The noise by cars, scooters, motorbikes on some evenings or nights in Wilton 

Way has always been a problem. I know from my years of surveying that the 

scooters go up Court Grenge Lane, turn left then left again down Wood Lane 

Bridleway that was in the daytime and the Bridleway route has now been 

stopped. As a bus user the congestion occurs mainly about 3:10-3:15 bus time to 

Newton outside the school." 

• "Wilton Way" 

• "Road congestion, parking & speed outside school." 

• "Around Mallards now. Court Grange Lane (upper part) traffic is too quick." 

• "Past school but generally traffic too fast - we need 20mph limit like Ipplepen" 

• "Village centre and down by the park." 

• "Speed of vehicles on Manor road" 

• "Outside the school" 

• "Parking at top of Odle hill between Manor road and Mallands nursing home" 

• "No" 

• "Old cider works" 

• "Car parking at narrow parts / bends / recreation ground." 

• "Vicinity of Church house" 

• "Around the village school - parents park all around the roundabout - & 

generally park haphazardly. Could they not be encouraged to walk their children 

to school?" 

• "Slade Lane, Cider grass area" 

• "Access to main trunk road - speed limit should either be supported by camera or 

lowered to 30mph." 

• "Outside the school." 

• "Mini roundabout, most road junctions outside school, parking on pavements 

etc." 

• "Slade Lane. Parking on bend by Model Stores." 

• "Parking all over the village is a problem." 

• "Downhill on Priory Road especially at junction of Vicarage Road. This is a 

partially blind exit & is quite dangerous with speeding traffic down Priory Road." 

• "Church rooms & outside of school. Parishioners should use their off-road 

parking more often." 

• "All of it." 

• "In front of the school and model stores. Why can't most parents walk their 

children to school? It would do the parents and children good to walk." 

• "The road into the village down to the residential home, cares etc parked all 

down the road for the quad bike centre. The road is then narrowed & hazardous. 

That corner is tight normally." 
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• "Outside school & shop as they are in same part of village. No facilities for cars 

etc to park off road when visiting village apart from small ones by recreation area 

and village hall." 

• "Narrow winding roads with protruding stones from walls." 

• "Outside school should have 20mph speed limit." 

• "Outside the school / shop; Wilton Way" 

• "Outside the school." 

• "Speed through village especially Butchers Arms to PO. Parking either side of 

Forde Road on Slade Lane - blind corner. Inconsiderate parking on Wilton Way." 

• "No" 

• "Bottom of Odlehill Gve - large yellow rubbish lorry parked on pavement, drops 

oil which treads into houses, makes access to other driveways & turning difficult. 

Parked regularly, sometimes for days on end." 

• "Roads & lanes in & around Abbotskerswell traffic moving too fast. Road - 

garden hedges not cut allowing walkers to get in tight from speeding cars & 

vans." 

• "Main road passing by school." 

• "Church house narrows off. I feel there should be a 'go slow' to allow pedestrians 

to be able to walk this part, which more often more easily I do myself stand 

against the wall to let traffic go by." 

• "No" 

• "Around Church house" 

• "2" 

• "Outside school" 

• "Slade Lane / Priory Rd. Cars going too fast. Should be 20mph limit in village 

&/or humps in Slade Lane near shop / school." 

• "Speed limits are exceeded on the hill from the cross road at Manor Rd / Priory 

Rd down to the PO. Also Slade Lane have from PO to Wilton Way entrance - 

especially at school times." 

• "Parking outside school & village store causes hold up - delivery vans parked 

badly causing obstructions. On bus route Wilton Way - cars parked either side of 

road (garage & parking spaces available on properties), on bends causing 

obstructions. Police could sort this out." 

• "Badly parked cars reducing road width to single track around Mallands. Badly 

parked / waiting cars around school area. Excess speed through village." 

• "A381 between Two Mile Oak & Ogwell roundabout." 

• "Speeding cars & motorbikes from end of Wilton Way to PO. Junction of Wilton 

Way & Slade Lane - blind corner. Abbotskerswell cross - dangerous junction." 

• "Wilton Way speeding motorcycles at times, and so many cars parked at the 

bottom." 

• "Vicinity of school & model stores. Vicinity of church house." 

• "Congestion Church house area - up to the church. Outside Model stores & 

school. Speeding outside Town Farm." 

• "Slade Lane near school." 

• "Speeds of traffic in the lane. We at Stoneyhill need traffic calming ideas. We have 

to walk from here to village. Traffic has become so fast, nobody cares about the 

pedestrians." 

• "Congestion outside school & shop. Parking on the bend at bottom of Wilton 

Way." 

• "Outside the school & shop - main road through. Parking in the area of 

Mallands." 

• "Outside playground during football season. Around area of church house when 
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any function being held. Around Wilton way when functions held in church." 

• "Parking on blind corners - top of Odle hill / Manor Rd, corners on Slade Lane, 

uphill from the mini roundabout" 

• "I think cars drive too fast down Slade Lane. I would like to see a 20mph 

enforcement as in Ipplepen & Kingkerswell." 

• "Between village hall & shop." 

• "We need speed humps virtually throughout the village. Wilton Way & lower 

end of Slade Lane, near village hall is a particular problem." 

• "Abbotskerswell would benefit from a carpark like Kingkerswell has. The area 

outside the school is very congested with parked cars. Often it is difficult to park 

when visiting the post office." 

• "The main Newton Abbot / Totnes road (A381) in terms of excessive speed of 

vehicles. Proliferation of large lorries. Debris by side of road from said lorries." 

• "No" 

• "St Mary's Close - one family parks 4 vehicles on the road - others 2 or 3. 4 

families do not use their drives. 3 houses have changed the use of their garages 

into rooms. Many times the people in 1-5 cannot park outside their own 

properties. Parking on the pavement." 

• "As you enter the village from the Totnes Rd parking of vehicles leading down to 

Mallands home forces you to drive into the village on the wrong side of the road 

on a blind corner. Speeding traffic coming up from the village will cause an 

accident one day!" 

• "No" 

• "By the church hall & the school." 

• "Outside the school & shop." 

• "Road congestion near primary school 8:30-9am & 3:30-4pm. Parking - not always 

possible to park near Model stores because residents without off street parking 

use the main thoroughfare for parking. Cars / mopeds / motorcycles (usually 

driven by youngsters) drive too fast through village. People use Abbotskerswell 

as a cut through from Kingsteignton - this adds to traffic congestion." 

• "Children / young people coming down Wilton Way & Court Rd at speed on 

bicycles & skateboards often in the middle of the road - cars turning out of Court 

Farm inn wouldn't have a change of seeing them. Don't know what we can do 

about it other than making parents aware." 

• "Wilton Way seems to invite some users to see whether the car they use will do 

the 0-60 that the makers claim!" 

• "Slade Lane, especially at school drop off & pick up times!" 

• "Speed of cars coming around bend opposite Ford Rd, approaching school." 

• "Traffic in Manor Rd & too fast" 

• "Speed of traffic on Priory Rd." 

• "1: Outside school at start / end of school day. 2: when large events are held in 

village hall, parking is bad down Wilton Way & Slade Lane. 3: parking near 

Mallands often means having to be on the wrong side of the road on coming 

down into the village." 

• "Slade Lane & Manor Road (speed). Manor Rd - large box vehicles parking close 

to junctions, difficult to see oncoming traffic." 

• "Entrance to the village near Mallands & centre of village." 

• "Some problems are caused by business vehicles parking outside private houses, 

i.e. large removal vans." 

• "Speeding - by the area around the recreation area." 

• "Parking in the roundabout." 

• "Getting out onto Totnes Rd from Odle Hill can be difficult at times." 
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• "Lorries' sat-nav directs HGV's to Forde Close, Abbotskerswell, instead of Forde 

Close, Brunel Estate." 

• "Slade Lane Abbotskerswell - too much on road parking. Wilton Way - residents 

should use driveways where they have one, & not park on the road. Odelhill 

Grove likewise." 

• "Near church house" 

• "Vehicles speeding through lanes. Youths on bikes driving fast around Manor Rd 

& surrounding area. Commercial vehicles parking in residential areas." 

• "Roundabout bad parking" 

• "Speed in Manor Rd & roads & lanes surrounding the village." 

• "Slade Lane by school" 

• "Lorries using lanes as ""rat runs""" 

• "Outside of our own premises which the spaces available are taken up by large 

vans whose drivers live in other roads / streets within in the village." 

• "Two Mile Oak needs crossing to bus stop, traffic bumps in road to slow down." 

• "Speeding in lanes. Lorries from Ruby Farm - times & amount of lorries & size of 

lorries" 

• "No" 

• "Yes, A381 - amount of accidents" 

• """Henleys Units"" - how many units? How much parking allowance each unit? 

Where is this parking? Watermotor / nursing home vehicles already parking on 

main bus route into village." 

• "The village main street is a nightmare for our daily bus service whose drivers 

have had to leave their vehicle to find the offending vehicle owner who has 

blocked the road. One day emergency service vehicles will have trouble getting 

through. Outside the village school parking is dreadful. Car users should use 

some sense where they park." 

• "Large vehicles often attempt to come into or through the village. Perhaps there 

should be signs prohibiting vehicles above a specific weight / size." 

• "School / shop area. Cars presumably from Industrial Estate parked on main 

route to village near residential houses." 

• "Speed outside school" 

• "The area around the old church house. Often public service vehicles - 

ambulances, fire engines etc - would not pass through to properties beyond due 

to selfish & poor parking. It can be very difficult for cars." 

• "Unfortunately - the access roads in & around the village are increasingly used as 

rat runs / commuter runs. Very dangerous to walk at times. Most people are car 

bound & do not see the problem. We walk to Newton Abbot, Torquay etc - no 

problem. Ipplepen to use shops / services." 

• "At village stores" 

• "Outside model stores at school opening & closing times" 

• "Parking in the turning area of Manor Close" 

• "Junction - Manor Rd / Priory Rd / Stonemans Hill. Vehicles from village tend to 

take a run at Stonemans hill from Priory Rd, several near misses in recent years." 

• "School & shop - can be a problem at time like deliveries - refuse" 

• "Parking around Church house. Speeding through the main village & down 

Wilton Way particularly." 

• "Speed on Totnes Rd, though it's 40mph they don't stick to it but I've never seen 

anybody stopped for it." 

• "The road can become congested around the village shop with cars parked all 

along that road." 

• "Parking congestion outside school at start & end of school day" 
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• "Parking around village shop / school occasional speeding along main street & up 

Stonemans hill" 

• "Slade Lane / top end of Odle hill past Mallands" 

• "Slade lane - poor parking & pavement parking too." 

• "Orchard terrace." 

• "The speed of some traffic along Manor Rd." 

• "The junction to Wilton Way opposite Lakeland with cars parked in Wilton Way" 

• "Newton Abbot to Totnes Rd, too busy & too fast" 

• "Most through roads have potholes in bad places - an accident waiting to happen. 

Cul de sacs – e.g. Grange Rd - vehicles park both sides making it difficult or 

impossible for emergency services. Bonfire night parking is a nightmare with 

parking on footpath & roads / drives being blocked." 

• "Around school & shop areas & sometimes by =the old watermota works" 

• "Gardener's work van juts out dangerously into Slade Lane (opposite Monk's 

Orchard drive)" 

• "By the village hall." 

• "Speed limit should be 25mph. Remembering animals especially cats." 

• "1: From junction at AK cross on A381 to Mallands nursing home & into Manor 

Rd. 2: On Odle Hill outside the electricity substation. 3: An area along the 

frontage of Church House & opposite Coach House & Horse Shoe Cottage in 

Slade Lane were built up & kerb edged to prevent parking / obstruction however 

occasionally cars will park on them. 4: Outside the school." 

• "Lower Slade Lane, especially school collection times. On road parking during 

events at playing fields - large scale" 

• "Manor Rd & Manor Close areas where there are more than one vehicle in 

households & not enough parking." 

• "Stonemans Hill leading onto Manor Rd is a blind corner. Some cars / motorbikes 

come around very quick unaware there may be someone there. My son & I have 

had some near misses. Young lads on motorbikes speeding around without a care 

in the world! Someone will get seriously hurt one day!" 

• "Speeding traffic up & down Priory Rd especially between Vicarage Rd & Manor 

Rd / Stonemans Hill junction." 

• "Don't know. Perhaps better parking outside Model stores & PO." 

• "Pick-up parked opposite Monks Orchard is a hazard & could cause an accident." 

• "The central roundabout is always illegally parked by vehicles on roundabout. 

Also commercial vehicles (large removal vans) park in various places in 

residential areas. School runs cause problems in the village." 

• "Traffic traveling towards village hall from post office at excessive speed. There is 

a general parking problem the full length of Slade Lane." 

• "Traffic using Wilton Way as cut-through, & speeding. Narrow lanes out of 

village could do with some form of speed reduction." 

• "Around the village stores up to Forde Road." 

• "Roundabout outside PO gets quite congested in the mornings - school drop off, 

lorries etc. Also the corner where Stonemans Hill meets Manor Rd is a blind spot. 

Some cars / motorbikes go around this corner quite quickly without seeing me 

(on way to work) - concerned about getting hit." 

• "People parking vehicles on road instead of on their drive." 

• "No" 

• "Speed of vehicles in Wilton Way." 

• "Throughout the village on street parking is a major problem." 

• "Wilton Way, Slade Lane, parking on pavement" 

• "Near Model stores & school" 
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• "Slade Lane & Wilton Way street parking." 

• "Yes, the main road, turning sharp left down into the village. Many accidents 

have happened. 30mph please! Brow of the hill before Denbury Diesel, thank 

goodness for the big layby to pull into before turning into Abbotshill Park / 

house." 

• "There are a few 'blind' areas in the village where you cannot see oncoming traffic 

clearly, but improving these would impair the aesthetic qualities of the area & 

spoil the character. People just need to SLOW DOWN!!" 

• "1" 

• "Safe exit from village on to Totnes Rd (A381). Traffic calming not sufficient. 

Blind corner on bend in road by Mallands. Cars approach village go too fast." 

• "Between Totnes Rd & Mallands (parking) and by the school (parking)." 

• "Centre of village, St Mary's Close, Corn Park Road." 

• "Lower end of village. Outside school especially on school days. Outside shop." 

• "When building work is going on, the parking of cars, vans & lorries on both 

sides of the road is a nuisance & the buses which we frequently use often have 

difficulties in getting through because of the congestion." 

• "The area near Watermota is continually blocked by large delivery vehicles for up 

to 20 minutes at a time. It is the JOINT responsibility of the delivery firm & the 

receiver(s) to ensure this does not happen." 

• "The parking on Slade Lane causes hazardous driving conditions. The turn off the 

A381 into the village at Abbotskerswell Cross." 

• "Speed in Wilton Way" 

• "Wilton Way - some cars go too fast." 

• "The main road through the village from the Totnes road down to the Butchers 

Inn." 

• "Outside the school." 

 

Q48 Would you like to suggest a solution to any traffic or parking problems? 

 

• "More off-road parking for businesses." 

• "Clearly signed flashing warning lights; occasional police clampdowns; ban 4x4 

except farmers." 

• "Residents of Manor Close parking in their own road or Manor Road - not Slade 

Lane. Also white vans & other village residents parking outside others' houses 

should stop. Why can't they park outside their own houses?" 

• "In vulnerable parts of the village – e.g. through the village, past the school, 

through the narrow part by Willow Grove / Mote Cottage, it would be a good 

idea to have a 20mph restriction." 

• "Encourage off road parking wherever possible. Enable residents to adapt their 

property for off road parking. All new buildings to have adequate parking." 

• "No parking signs opposite the full row of houses in Orchard Terrace including 

Ford Road" 

• "Double yellow lines at the bottom of Grange Road." 

• "Most resident have garages and drives but continue to park on the road." 

• "Car park or parking permits" 

• "There is a particular problem at the higher end of Odlehill as 38 tonne 

articulated lorries are being misdirected by their GPs to Ford Rd, Abbotskerswell 

instead of Ford Rd, Newton Abbot. They become stuck on the sharp bend by 

Carse Mill and spend sometimes hours trying to reverse. This results in the road 

& Ford Close being blocked & damage to walls & hedges. A weight restriction 

notice at the top of the village would be a solution." 
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• "Parking should be restricted to one side of the road. A one way system would 

help traffic movement." 

• "Odle Hill & Court Grange Lane could be made one way. This would require an 

improvement to sections of Court Grange Lane and down to Totnes Road." 

• "Speed humps need very careful placement. Chicanes are very noisy." 

• "Bar all street parking, or limit it to one side of the road" 

• "Provision of a village car park" 

• "People with garages should use them for parking. People with drives should 

park on these." 

• "The provision of a car parking facility near a bus stop to allow villagers with 

minor handicaps to use the bus instead of having to use their cars." 

• "I understand from the primary school staff that 100 of the 120 pupils live in 

Abbotskerswell parish. With any restrictions come enforcement. My view is that 

problems across the range would be lessened by a return to attitudes & lifestyle 

of the 1950s." 

• "It would help if residents were allowed to park in the playing field car park 

overnight" 

• "Speed humps on more roads where children live. Manor Road is a severe 

problem regarding speeding vehicles. This road has become a rat run." 

• "Speed humps at beginning of Whiddon Road from Totnes Rd turning." 

• "A form of one way traffic. No parking outside post office." 

• "Cars parked in owner's drives not outside on the road. Commercial vans parked 

overnight on the road should be in driveways." 

• "Encourage people to use their garages & drives where appropriate. People park 

sometimes 2/3 cars at the bus stop at the top of Wilton Way near the corner of 

Cornbark Road." 

• "Create small bays to allow 3 or 4 car parking thus creating a natural speed 

barrier / create a feature island outside of the post office to stop vehicles cutting 

the corner (there used to be an oak tree there years ago)." 

• "People using their driveways when they have them." 

• "Residents with private parking should be encouraged to use it rather than 

parking on the road." 

• "Yes, a 20mph limit all through the village would be beneficial." 

• "Everyone sell all vehicles! Ha ha." 

• "Drive with sense not foot on accelerator, and not to park on pavements, close to 

corners or on corners." 

• "Double parking down Wilton Way, especially in the area of Court Farm. But a 

problem in the lower area. Many children in the area. Also needs speed limit as 

especially in the evening cars go at excess speeds!" 

• "Parking restrictions outside school & shop - stop parents parking in shop 

forecourt when picking up children." 

• "People who have off road parking but park cars on the road!" 

• "Stop building more houses in village." 

• "Just reduce speeds." 

• "I would like to see a notice to say buses do pull in a certain place, there are cars 

parked in this part of Wilton Way, I feel a small sign would help the bus take 

pedestrians." 

• "Not enough double yellow throughout the village!" 

• "No" 

• "No parking directly outside school gates so children can see oncoming traffic. 

Very dangerous at moment - cars reversing into school entrance at school start / 

finishing times - accident waiting to happen!" 
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• "Perhaps one way system from the main Newton / Totnes Rd down past the PO 

up Wilton Way & returning to the Totnes Rd past Court Grange entrance?" 

• "Police visits at certain times, e.g. 8:30am - 9:15am, 3pm - 3:45pm. They have GOT 

to understand the situation within this village." 

• "Already suggested & a few polite police warnings to thoughtless drivers who 

contravene the highway code." 

• "No" 

• "Abbotskerswell cross - double white lines up to junction from Newton Abbot - 

this will prevent cars from Newton Abbot overtaking cars turning left to village. 

Collisions occur between cars turning right out of village & cars on the wrong 

side of the road from Newton Abbot." 

• "Where possible people should park at least one of their cars in the front of their 

houses." 

• "Restricted parking during school time. Arrival & departure." 

• "20mph within the village." 

• "Safety for pedestrians who have no pavements on which to walk safely 

(pedestrian awareness signs)." 

• "Encourage the development of walking buses for children to & from school. 

Additional signage in the vicinity of the school / shop: ""bad parking costs lives"" 

(relating to emergency vehicle access)." 

• "Parking one side of road (where possible). 20mph speed restrictions." 

• "Double yellow lines only work if they are policed. Car drivers need to show 

consideration for others - they need educating. Leaflets put under windscreen 

wipers? Poster campaign? Planning consents given with condition restricting 

parking of builders' vans / commercial vehicles." 

• "Public car park." 

• "I think if the primary school was located elsewhere on a site perhaps on the 

outskirts of the village it would ease the parking problem & traffic problem when 

children are delivered & fetched from school." 

• "Enforcement of speed limit on main road." 

• "Speed restrictions / speed humps in Wilton Way" 

• "People not to change use of garage, & use their own drives, adapted if necessary. 

Some of us have already done that at great expense." 

• "Where possible vehicles should park on their driveways." 

• "The green triangle of land by the Court Farm Inn to be converted into a car park" 

• "Maybe an agreement with local pubs if a particular event is on such as bonfire 

night." 

• "It would be interesting to know why so many people need to use their car to 

deliver & pick up children at school, in a small village like Abbots. Would having 

a small minibus not be more efficient from a pollution point of view?" 

• "15mph speed limit in village & speed humps on all busy roads. Police presence 

to tackle speeding & inappropriate parking at school drop off & pick up times." 

• "It would help some parking problems if some of those with garages used the 

garage for the vehicle instead of filling the garage with other items!" 

• "Stop people from converting garages into living accommodation. In a row of 13 

houses only 3 use garages. Very few on empty drives, 3/4 cars per house. Most 

parked in road or on pavement." 

• "Village wide 20mph limit" 

• "Speed on Priory Rd." 

• "Double yellow lines on the bottom junction of Ford Rd & left hand side towards 

school." 

• "Only common courtesy." 
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• "1: When exiting Ford Rd onto Slade Lane unable to see up or down road due to 

parked cars, stop parking with double yellow lines, & 20mph limit. 2: speed 

humps & 20mph on Slade lane as very little footpath most of the way. 3: Speed 

humps & double yellow lines Grange Lane coming up to Totnes / Newton Abbot 

road." 

• "Parking outside the school causes a problem with access to properties opposite 

& blocks Slade Lane completely when a bus stops at the bus stop. Double yellow 

lines from Emmets Place to Model Stores would prevent this & stop people 

leaving large vans for weeks at a time." 

• "Speed humps in Odle hill - Slade Lane - Wilton Way." 

• "Double yellow lines outside no 1 & no 2 Odelhill Grove." 

• "Double yellow lines in certain parking areas. Parents at school times parking in 

front of gateways for up to 20 minutes." 

• "Would HATE to see speed bumps of huge fluorescent signs saying 20mph limit." 

• "Get the large van owner / drivers to park outside / near to their own properties." 

• "Speed traps on A385 - have never seen one." 

• "Ban commercial vehicles from parking in residential areas. Charge extra for 

parking more than 1 vehicle on the road." 

• "Make sure there is adequate on site parking for car boot sales in cricket club so 

they don't keep blocking out private road." 

• "No" 

• "High lorries. Could a sign indicating size / weight allowed through village at the 

entrance to the village. This should stop high lorries with no change of getting 

around Cara Mill entering the area. At present they back & turn in Ford Close. 

They find their way using GPS when they need Ford Rd Industrial Estate 

Newton Abbot." 

• "The solutions should be dealt with by the proper parking individuals." 

• "Zebra crossing outside school" 

• "Ensure any new houses have off street parking. No more inappropriate building 

within the village. People who have garages use them and show more 

responsibility in others." 

• "See Q46 - where do you start. Cars rule ok & only a huge societal change will 

make people think about their dependence on the car." 

• "Educate parents to WALK children to school!" 

• "Traffic warden on occasions" 

• "Numbered parking permits" 

• "Notices to discourage inappropriate parking, e.g. obstructing emergency 

vehicles. Speed restriction extended to langes to protect walkers, riders & 

cyclists." 

• "Chicane on Wilton Way to reduce speed. Time restrictions on parking outside 

school. No parking outside school gate where children cross the road." 

• "Speed humps on Stonemans hill" 

• "Make people park in their own drives or garages" 

• "20mph limit throughout village, parking restrictions on certain stretches of Slade 

Lane between roundabout & Carse mill." 

• "Regular monitoring by our community policeman. The 'local' policeman is 

hardly ever seen. What does he do about understanding the worries of the 

parishioners? What do we pay our police charges for?" 

• "Restrict vehicle ownership to only those with access to off road parking 

(everywhere)" 

• "As above & 'slow down' signs - beware of children." 

• "Speed cameras & instant fines." 
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• "Speed humps with a 20mph speed limit throughout the village would help." 

• """Private - self maintained road"" sign at Forde Close" 

• "Speed control." 

• "As a last resort double yellow lines seem to be the only solution to resolve the 

problems mentioned in Q46. Q46, #3, higher raised kerb edge or positioning of 

bollards." 

• "More pavements so walking access safer / encouragement" 

• "There's little we can do about it, the roads are narrow which is part of the 

character of living in a village & I wouldn't change it." 

• "Definitely speed humps along main roads & a 20mph speed restriction around 

the whole village." 

• "20mph limit & speed humps as in Kingkerswell. Public car park." 

• "Wilton Way is a speed run – i.e. traffic going to the pubs." 

• "Speed limit of 20mph through village, but parked cars keeps speeds down." 

• "Fine the offenders for illegal parking." 

• "A restriction on size of lorries using narrow lanes i.e. Slade Lane." 

• "Definitely a speed restriction (20mph?) like a lot of other villages have." 

• "Make people park on their driveways or park in recreation ground car park." 

• "The entrance to Mann Gardens is a junction at brow of a hill. The hazard of 

parked cars could be eliminated by the removal of the kerb & a metre or so of 

grass to create a narrow layby." 

• "Have the police do the job they are paid for, i.e. ticket vehicles illegally parked." 

• "30mph along main road between Dunbury Diesels & main Abbotskerswell 

turning." 

• "20mph through village. People parking indiscriminately near turnings etc." 

• "Local people can walk to school / shop." 

• "Perhaps a restriction on parking on both sides of the road in some places." 

• "Regular police attendance to penalise motorists who are breaking the law." 

• "Speed humps top Wilton Way to help slow traffic down." 

• "Difficult problem. Probably no answer. We have to live with it!" 

• "There are no real problems - especially compared with other towns & villages." 

 

Q51 What other environmental issues are of concern to you? 

 

• "Lack of maintenance of hedges; litter." 

• "The preservation by builders & developers - enforce this." 

• "Landfill pollution" 

• "Cut off street lighting 11pm, not necessary to have the village lit up all night. Air 

pollution - air dusty from recycling / reclamation sites nearby. Low level noise 

from the recycling / reclamation sites A/K & K/K." 

• "Spread of Ruby tip" 

• "The amount of rubbish littering the footpaths & roads." 

• "Residents using their car to collect morning paper etc from village shop." 

• "Dog fouling" 

• "Water conservation - how to do it when the rain in winter becomes foul, smelly 

by summer. Solar power - ways of selling back to grid." 

• "The massive increase in litter all around the village & local lanes. Dumping of 

building waste, mattresses etc in the lanes." 

• "Countryside surrounding village to be protected" 

• "Villagers using their cars to pop down to the village shop, when they are able to 

walk, which is better for them and the pollution problem." 

• "Would like Teignbridge to be smoke less zone" 
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• "All life including people depends upon the link between plants nature to each 

habitat & ecosystem and the linked insects, which feeds the birds & small 

mammals. I am very glad that a Biodiversity audit will be taking place in this and 

other parishes. I am grateful to TDC for the publication of ""Nature's future"", 

which states that one of the main threats to habitat is the introduction of alien 

plants. Hopefully there will be a more definite figure per measured area than 

'lots' and 'plenty'." 

• "Concerned about creation of waste recycling at Ruby Farm" 

• "Pollution to the stream. Litter in the lanes around the village. Flooding near the 

park." 

• "Rubbish dumping in the lanes." 

• "Ruby waste management, noise / dust / town pollution. The working life of 

landfill which was completed 2 years ago - therefore site should be returned to 

agricultural land and site closed." 

• "Electromagnetic pollutions (mobile phones), airplanes spraying skies with toxic 

fumes which stay for hours above Abbotskerswell and Newton Abbot. Please 

look on the internet under ""chemtrails"" word in google." 

• "We are very concerned about the possible enlargement & waste disposal plans at 

Ruby Farm. The noise & pollution is of particular concern to us & many 

neighbours." 

• "All concern us / loss of hedges & trees, building work that does not take into 

account work may effect buds, bats nesting sites etc. (Water mota is a classic site) 

where have all the swallows / house martins / bats / owls gone?" 

• "Use of fields for motorbike rallies." 

• "Ruby waste tip and incinerator. Dust noise rubbish blowing from tip, prevailing 

wind takes these to Abbotskerswell." 

• "Smoke hanging over village or smell of almost daily. Bad for breathing. Make 

village smoke less zone." 

• "Sympathetic building / with planning permission." 

• "Perhaps we could have a plastic bottle recycling point." 

• "Litter & fly tipping Stonemans hill and Firestone Lane." 

• "Street lights do not need to be on all night." 

• "All these ghastly 'security' lights which come on & blind you as you innocently 

come in your own house for example - wasting electricity, adds to global 

warming etc." 

• "Reduce street lighting in the early hours." 

• "A lovely village. Let's keep it as a village. Should be but more safer traffic wise." 

• "Strong sulphur smell more frequent in village than before." 

• "No street cleaning." 

• "Fly-tipping, littering, vandalism." 

• "The Ruby Tip is not in the right location. The environment around it is being 

destroyed. Noise & dust pollution are a problem. The access is off one of the most 

dangerous roads in Devon." 

• "Keep post office open to save journeys to Newton Abbot." 

• "Reduce use of water" 

• "The destruction at Court Grange. Vandalism - in particular the willful 

destruction of windows in the church & church house. Dog fouling." 

• "Any difference in size of the Ruby Tip. It is very smelly when the wind is in the 

west & when I walk past, & loads of plastic has been blown all over the adjoining 

countryside." 

• "Loss of mature tree due to development." 
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• "Clean up of areas - remove rubbish. Keep Abbotskerswell community tidy 

campaign." 

• "We must ensure that Ruby Tip is managed within the planning regulations if it 

is to continue as a waste disposal site." 

• "Reduction of noise pollution." 

• "We have their concerns re: the health & environmental impact of Ruby waste 

transfer site. There seems to be a substantial sized industrial processing area in 

the middle of a rural area. The site is extremely noisy & little regard seems to be 

taken to mitigate environmental impact. Since waste transfer commenced there 

seems to be a decline in sightings of bats last summer & we have heard no owls 

this year." 

• "Over-development" 

• "Hedges down the lanes not trimmed back often enough." 

• "Nil" 

• "None" 

• "Litter & car dumping." 

• "Field behind Cider works (between Cider works & village) to be protected. This 

is an important wildlife habitat & should be preserved (especially from 

destruction / development)." 

• "Litter in hedgerows & banks, beer cans, etc." 

• "Energy consumption, would like to see more solar power used." 

• "Litter / fly-tipping in areas surrounding village." 

• "Ruby Farm waste management pollution & noise & increased traffic to site." 

• "Fly tipping" 

• "Residents who are naturalists, should maintain their gardens to a satisfactory 

standard i.e. cutting their grass, hedge cutting to the required 2 metres so as not 

to inconvenience neighbours. I have taken this matter to the District Council, to 

no avail." 

• "Litter & other rubbish left in gateways." 

• "Guess what? Ruby Farm." 

• "Fly tipping" 

• "Pollution to water course due to land fill. Rodent problem and rubbish problem 

due to land fill." 

• "Ruby Farm waste management." 

• "Large lorries using the lanes, people driving far too quickly on the main road. 

Litter dumped, especially fly tipping." 

• "Local landfill & recycling detrimental affect on area" 

• "Green Burial - somewhere other than churchyard - could an orchard be created. 

Kitchen waste being fed to birds, this is encouraging vermin - possibly education 

needed?? Ban Lawson Cyprus trees from being planted - encourage removal of 

existing big trees." 

• "All environmental issues are important to me." 

• "Noise pollution from nearby ex-landfill site at Ruby Farm, and also the dust / 

chemical pollution emitted." 

• "Fly tipping in surrounding lanes. Amount of litter & rubbish in lanes around 

village. Packing from fast food outlets, & bottles thrown from cars." 

• "Recycling, use of plastic, fossil fuel consumption" 

• "Loss of gardens for birds, butterflies etc due to infill housing." 

• "See Q41. Loss of wooded areas - very concerned about purchase of woods 

behind Wilton Way. Ruby Farm expansion is very worrying too." 

• "Need more dog poo bins." 

• "Ruby Farm tip" 
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• "Excessive trimming / flailing of hedgerows" 

• "Ruby waste management" 

• "Quantity of litter in surrounding lanes i.e. Firestone, Stonemans hill, also Manor 

Rd from industrial units to bottom of Firestone lane." 

• "Lack of footpath trimming / hedge cutting all over the parish area." 

• "None spring to mind" 

• "Some people seem to cut down trees to suit their own needs without good 

reason." 

• "Plant more bulbs & wildflowers, especially early flowering / spring plants - even 

in small patches of green grass all around the village. No bedding or baskets - no 

watering - minimum mowing - that is, in early March & September. AND / OR 

small trees & bushes with winter berries." 

• "If more parents walked their children to school rather than drive it would 

improve the vehicle congestion problem & help reduce the emissions from their 

vehicles." 

• "Lack of recycling services." 

• "Litter" 

• "Protecting woodland behind Wilton Way." 

• "Too much packaging on all forms of purchases which has to go to landfill, e.g. 

plastic." 

• "Litter - rubbish dumped in the lanes & plastic & paper left at roadsides." 

• "High dust levels from Ruby tip / Stoneycombe quarry. Faulty timer settings on 

lighting on public toilets by parish rooms (often on by day & off by night!)" 

• "Recycling" 

• "None, global warming is a con to raise taxes." 

• "Litter on streets, use more wind / solar power." 

• "By law we are made to sort our rubbish or pay a fine. However, the refuse we 

place in our black 'bin bags' could be further broken down & recycled. What 

happens to this rubbish? I understand it gets put into landfills, which is 

disgraceful. If we can be bothered to sort our rubbish - the least our council can 

do is to ensure that all recyclable materials are used appropriately." 

• "Protecting hedgerows, trees." 

• "Noise pollution - especially garden machinery & DIY / building work at 

weekends." 

• "Litter / rubbish - indiscriminate dumping in gateways & hedges." 

• "The detrimental effect on both local residents and all wildlife plants, by Ruby 

Tip landfill. The potential hazard of the recycling plant at Ruby Tip." 

• "Permission for buildings needs care. The building just started by the church will 

spoil the views & produce problems with parking etc." 

• "Not happy with posters on telegraph poles - makes the village look untidy." 

 

Q53 Are there particular areas that have a dog fouling problem? If so please briefly 

describe the problem locations 

 

• "Priory Road. Path to village." 

• "Overflowing dog-poo bins near Court Farm Inn" 

• "The 'rural' footpaths, e.g. the back way from bottom of Odle Hill to the church. 

Also the public footpath down through village on left before the shop." 

• "Manor Road / Ford Road. Slade Lane." 

• "Ladywell bridle path." 

• "Outside of school & lower end of Odle Hill" 

• "Lots of mess on the pavements in Manor Road & around the school" 
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• "Outside gate of primary school close to dog bin! Owners too lazy to clean up." 

• "Footpath along the school entrance" 

• "All roads in the village at differing times. Constantly bad ones are Ford Rd 

including Orchard Terrace. And the path in front of the school even through 

there's a dog bin outside. I think it may improve with the lighter nights." 

• "The grass area alongside Court Farm Inn (illegible) and the footpath along the 

wall to Church Cottages." 

• "Outside the school & alleyway from Odlehill to Corn Park Road." 

• "Outside my front gate! Opposite Church House." 

• "Manor Road is particularly bad." 

• "The school pavement." 

• "Footpath entrance Corn Pk Rd / Orchard. I walk my dog and there is adequate 

poo bins so no excuse." 

• "Manor Road" 

• "Areas I've noticed Manor Road, Ford Road" 

• "Manor Road, people not picking up after their dogs." 

• "Manor Road, Slade Lane" 

• "Outside the primary school. Along the cut through between Odlehill Grove & 

Corn Park Road." 

• "Footpath from Manor Road to post office" 

• "Passage to Wilton Way from Grange Road" 

• "Pavement to school, pavement from post office to Stonemans hill" 

• "Manor Road. From Stonemans hill / Manor Road junction down to P.O." 

• "Pavement from bottom of Ford Road running along side school down to post 

office roundabout. Pavement along Manor Road from top of Ford Road to top of 

Manor Close." 

• "Not often - various locations" 

• "Along the school path" 

• "Through the main village. Footpath by the Court Farm Inn." 

• "Manor Road, Forde Road" 

• "Outside the school" 

• "Elevated pavement along primary school" 

• "No" 

• "School outside & on pavement" 

• "Public footpath church house through to Wilton Way." 

• "Path outside the school & up Stonemans hill pavement on the left hand side" 

• "Manor Road - at the moment" 

• "The local pathways & especially the footpaths are sometimes appalling." 

• "Whiddon Road & surrounding lanes are used as dog toilets with no pick up 

your mess rules." 

• "Manor road" 

• "Grass area by Court Farm Inn." 

• "Outside school, Manor road." 

• "Recreation areas." 

• "Yes. Vicarage Road, including entrance to our property. This problem invariably 

occurs during darkness, when dog owners then realise they will not be 

identified." 

• "Children's play area is becoming a problem." 

• "By the school & in the park & playing field." 

• "Ongoing by school, also path from Church house to Wilton Way." 

• "Footpath outside school; footpaths Wilton Way & some other places." 

• "Footpath by school." 
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• "My front garden! Path past church cottages leads towards grass area (by Wilton 

Way). This grass area - selfish people." 

• "Slade Lane, Bridal path from Ladywell" 

• "Not aware" 

• "Church path by graveyard, outside school, most paths in village" 

• "Every day pavement fouled down Priory Rd & children have to constantly 

watch where they walk. Also Slade Lane between PO & school pavement often 

fouled & house owners having to wash pavements so it's not walked into house. 

This always gets worse with dark evenings but needs action. Dog mess in play 

area around swings! My little one stepped in this & had football covered - not 

nice - action please. Why are people so irresponsible?!" 

• "A few occasions outside our house - opposite Vicarage Rd." 

• "Elevated footpath school area. Entrance to Vicarage Road. Gravelled areas on 

bend of Vicarage Rd." 

• "On pavements particularly by the school." 

• "General problem in village." 

• "The green in Wilton Way" 

• "The whole village." 

• "Pavements in various parts of the village." 

• "Manor Road, near school." 

• "Ladywell, lanes. We clean up after our dogs, others don't. We all get a bad name, 

dogs soon won't have any freedom to stretch their legs, or run free, because some 

dog owners just can't be bothered." 

• "Wilton Way (grass area) adjacent to Court Farm Inn. Gardens (unensconsed)." 

• "Slade Lane from the school to the roundabout & the hill from the roundabout up 

towards the Priory." 

• "Manor Road, especially on corner of Ford Road pavement. Along footpath by 

school. Public footpaths." 

• "Village hall to shop." 

• "Not that I am aware of. People do not clean up after their dog. One dog wanders 

into the Court Farm area." 

• "On the pathway from Wilton Way to Church cottage & on to Slade Lane." 

• "None that I am aware of." 

• "All footpaths including path between Odle hill & cemetery. Irresponsible dog 

owners would be fined." 

• "Pavements throughout the village." 

• "Outside the school, especially in winter." 

• "There are no 'dog poo' bins at the bottom of village - Lakeland area & sometimes 

they aren't emptied as often as they should be." 

• "Top pavement outside school." 

• "Outside the school, Ford Rd & Manor Rd." 

• "Ladywell Lane" 

• "Manor Rd has become messy due to probably only one family who do not clean 

up & use the road twice daily." 

• "Have more of a problem with cats fouling my garden than dogs." 

• "Manor Rd / Manor Close. Slade Lane outside school." 

• "Footpath near to 64-56 Wilton Way. All footpaths, or so it appears. Court Grange 

Lane opposite no 2 Odlehill Grove." 

• "Just recently the pavements along Manor Rd have become very badly fouled." 

• "All of the roads & footpaths." 

• "On pavements around the shop area." 

• "Outside the school." 
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• "Ford Rd, Manor Rd & outside school. Bags of dog waste thrown into hedgerows 

around lanes, Firestone & Stonemans Hill triangles." 

• "Lanes / footpaths around Corn Park Rd, St Mary's Close & lane & grass by Court 

Farm pub." 

• "Poo on pavements" 

• "Bridleways" 

• "Manor Rd - need more dog waste bins in village." 

• "Wilton Way bus stop near Corn park. It is unfortunate the odd person 

disregards the rule which makes the dog lovers who clean up after their pets 

often feel uncomfortable." 

• "Waste bin not emptied frequently enough." 

• "Path outside school & along Slade Lane. Footpath Grange Rd to Court Grange." 

• "Grass area by Court Farm pub. Bin is usually overfull." 

• "General problem I think - possibly around from GHP Motors back into the 

village via Manor Rd." 

• "Corner of the paddocks & Manor Rd." 

• "No" 

• "1: Manor Close end of Manor Rd. 2: Slade Lane - school end. 3: Selfish dog 

owners who think it is their right to stand watching while their dog urinates over 

pots & plants & are rude when tackled about it." 

• "Manor Rd & Ford Rd" 

• "No" 

• "Public footpaths, back lanes / pavements. More bins are needed, and the 

education of some dog owners, who put others at risk." 

• "The patch of ground by bus stop on Wilton Way, adjacent to Court Farm" 

• "Footpath from Wilton Way to village centre" 

• "Manor Road." 

• "Outside village school on pavements." 

• "Very often from church path to the village shop" 

• "Anywhere that a dog fouls is a problem." 

• "On the pavements." 

• "Along Odle Hill & Slade Lane, particularly near school entrance" 

• "Pavements along Manor Rd as everyone walk their dogs among there to get to 

the field at the top. It is constant." 

• "Manor Rd. Could the dog bin that has gone from Forde Rd be put somewhere on 

Manor Rd?" 

• "Could do with a mess bin near to playing fields / Butchers Arms." 

• "Every day, I walk along Manor, Rd, down Stoneman's Hill. There is always a 

permanent 4/5 lumps of dog-do. As one washes away, another one appears. It's 

disgusting - I really thought the ""kind"" of people in this village would have 

more respect for their surroundings & more awareness of the diseases that dog-

do has. Really makes me cross!" 

• "Priory Rd (pavement on north side between post office & Stonemans Hill)." 

• "Generally messy - more dog bins needed." 

• "Recreation area, despite signs" 

• "Would like a dog bin near Butchers Arms" 

• "Manor Rd footpaths." 

• "Slade Lane." 

• "Council estate. Bring back dog license, minimum charge £250." 

• "Along footpaths" 
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• "Court Grange Lane, Odle Hill, Slade Lane, Wilton Way & narrow lanes (paths) 

connecting the main streets. The problems are where dog owners exercise their 

dogs." 

• "Along some lanes & streets in Abbotskerswell because there are not enough bins 

provided." 

• "Selfish people who own dogs but do not walk them - just let them go out on 

their own & foul the footpaths & gardens." 

• "Up & down Priory Rd & Stonemans Hill. Outside field gate." 

• "The footpath by Court Farm Inn and also parts of Wilton Way." 

• "As usual, it's the minority who give the majority a bad name. Fouling is but 

another problem with dogs but there are now several dogs in the village which 

are allowed to bark during the early mornings & quite late at night. Some dogs 

are left outside 24 hours a day & are out of control." 

• "No specific areas but we have noted fouling of pavements throughout the 

village." 

• "The green by Court Farm pub and open plan gardens." 

• "Footpaths throughout the village." 

 

Q55 What have we missed? Are there any other issues you'd like to raise? 

 

• "The church has not been included in this questionnaire, should have been 

thought of as important. Q3: (6-10 years) this time; 22 before. Q47: (one way 

roads) Priory Road?" 

• "Q7: N/A. Q16: (weekly) in and out now and then. Q31: N/A. Q33, 34, 35: N/A. 

Q40: (yes) reasonable. Q52: (yes) better than it was." 

• "Q19: (no) have in past." 

• "No mention made of the church - where flower festivals, concerts etc are held, & 

which organises the annual church fete: the church & churchyard are indeed 

""heritage sites""; likewise Church House. Q10: at least twice a week. Q31: N/A. 

Q36: none. Q54: (yes) also the Quaker meeting room, Ladywell" 

• "Q27: (no) haven't seen police officer in village for 2 years. Q35: N/A." 

• "Footpaths - need maintaining more regularly. Remove mess, makes them 

slippery. Need to paint white edges on steps, in half light they can be missed so 

dangerous. In particular path from end of Edlehill Gve to Lorn Park Rd, Odlehill 

Gve to Substation Court Grange Lane, uneven path beside Court Farm up to 

Wilton Way. Generally need checking regularly to maintain in safe and 

serviceable state. Q17: (chiro) N/A. Q26: (b'band) N/A; (phones) don't use; (all) 

depends on location, other locations poor" 

• "Q29: don't know what the current planning system is! Q33: N/A. Q35: N/A. Q38: 

daily or weekly depending on weather." 

• "Keep Abbotskerswell as a village. Do NOT let it become a suburb of Newton 

Abbot. Keep the village centre by supporting key services such as the shop & 

post office. Q40: N/A." 

• "Q17/18: (chiro) N/A. Q31: (partner, 3, 4) N/A." 

• "No particular emphasis on role of the church within community, particularly 

around maintaining building as a focus. Some exploration of facilities for all 

sections of society - particularly youth (evening / recreational support). Perhaps 

""environmental"" section could have included exploration of development of a 

""social action group"" within the community to consider how / what action is 

possible individually & as a community - exploration of ideas, actions, 

approaches & campaigns." 
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• "Noise from loud music from pubs & parties especially during the summer. Most 

annoying when you have to get up early for work. No consideration for others. It 

is quite possible to enjoy music without it being played at full volume. Bad 

language from children / young people & footballers using the park. Q33,34,35: 

N/A." 

• "Q12: ticked between daily & weekly. Q38: ticked daily & weekly." 

• "Q15 (cont)... have just seen the school go right down in its education & 

leadership. Although I've only recently moved to the village, I have a 16 year old 

who went to the school as well as the 2 that I took out. Q14: but needs serious 

changes. Q17,18: haven't needed yet. Q29: don't know yet. Q38: It was daily but 

youths have lit fires under the wooden moving bridge & stuck burnt tip cans & 

wood on top of nails where the children climb off so I don't take them anymore." 

• "you have missed any mention of the church - the most prominent building of 

historic interest in the village. The church (illegible) a: coffee mornings; b: fete; c: 

started Abbfest; d: concerts eg. Gras Bezeveal & recently a very successful harp & 

guitar concert; e: flower festival; f: pancake lunch. Most importantly services as 

well as weddings & funerals. Q17: (nurse, chiro) never used. Q26: (dig TV) 

unavailable. Q31: (voluntary work) on occasion." 

• "RUBY TIP. Ruby tip should be closed down. The village suffers noise & dust 

pollution from this site. Most villagers believed it was a landfill site with a 

LIMITED LIFE and are horrified that it would continue for recycling. It is too 

close to the village and those living at Two Mile Oak are having their lives 

ruined. Close it now. Q54: I saw teenager relieving himself on Quaker Burial 

ground." 

• "Inclusion of church facilities and contribution to village. Q35: N/A." 

• "1: New units at Henleys Cider Industrial Estate. Already parking spilling into 

the village. What arrangements are they making for off road parking, bearing in 

mind the size of the units. Already problems for local residents & emergency 

services, esp on Odle Hill, already over parked. 2: Company making 'trikes' on 

industrial estate allowing people to test drive through village. Noisy & intrusive. 

3: Vandalism on the increase. 4: Rise of ""white van men"", problem of safety for 

older residents." 

• "More people need to get involved. How?" 

• "It is important that Abbotskerswell remains a village - not a satellite suburb." 

• "Tree fallen in Firestone Lane cut but not completely cleared. This road is always 

bad for fly tipping. Q7: (partner) not daily. Q17: do not know of any. Q24: lots of 

things could be recycled. Q31: N/A. Q36: none now, too old." 

• "Thank you for your efforts. I'd like a map of village with rights of way & paths / 

local walks. (R-of-way through Ruby farm clearly contentious but have you tried 

negotiating the lunarscape? Disorientating). Q9: Abbtalk often arrives late, after 

events over. Offered to help distribute, no reply. Q11: Will use P.O. more when N 

Abbot closes. Q16: doesn't go where I wish to travel / wrong times. Q20: I'm not a 

pub goer. Q26: (dig radio) reception often poor. Q29: see plans to ""merge"" Abb + 

Decoy." 

• "What about the church! St Mary's is one of the most beautiful small churches in 

the area, also it plays a major role in the life of the village." 

• "Ruby Farm Tip. This should have been used for land fill, and had a limited life 

for that purpose. I live in Odlehill Grove, and can hear the noise the recycling 

machinery makes from my back garden, not to mention the dust that blows over 

the whole village." 

• "As a career I would like to see pavements ramped where needed. Having lived 

and enjoyed the village for 23 years, I feel that further development would 
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change it to a suburb of Newton Abbot and will cause a large increase in traffic in 

the village and on, and access to, the Totnes road A381. Enjoy the green 

countryside surrounding the village! Q8: (Abbtalk) never in time to be useful. 

Q12: (daily) most days. Q16: too limited a timetable e.g. no evenings. As a career I 

cannot use as not low floor." 

• "There is no mention of the Village Church in this questionnaire, e.g. see Q36." 

• "More recognition of the church's role in village life & communication with other 

parishes. Create more rural activities, not just objecting to landfill & waste 

management on grounds of unsightliness & noise. Look at ecological context 

please. Q9: Abbtalk - monthly delivery date, or close. Advertisers, business / 

events, must be seething. Q10-12: from Abbtalk, council minutes 29 Jan: ""Cllr 

Taverner commented maybe use could be limited on computer..."", no evidence." 

• "More benches around villages - not metal. Bus shelters." 

• "Q27: no idea of any?" 

• "V good questions - all aspects covered... a lot of hard work has gone into this – 

thank you v much indeed! Q26: (public phones) could we have a red one back for 

aesthetic reasons? Q29: remains to be seen! Q33, 35, 36, 37, 38: N/A." 

• "Q17/18: (chiro) don't know." 

• "I think it's totally wrong that planning applications can be sent in to TDC 

without the residents who are going to be affected being consulted first. I also 

think the parish council and the ARA do this village a complete disservice when 

it comes to plans for its 'improvement'. Why can't they just leave everything 

alone? Q29: It's appalling. Q30: None. There is no room to cram in any more 

houses here." 

• "Q8: (Abbtalk) always delivered late." 

• "Q27: don't know. Q45: (other, no grading given) congestion around shop / 

school." 

• "Too many commercial vehicles & activities on the road at Watermota." 

• "The village parish church is an important part of the village which is used for 

many occasions such as ordinary church services, weddings funerals & 

baptisms." 

• "Q11: None, I use main P.O. in Newton Abbot as I am in town every day. Since 

it's closure I use local. Q35: N/A. Q45: (other, no grading given) on Whiddon Rd, 

no consideration for young children, pets, horses etc." 

• "We live in a very beautiful village. Peaceful, quiet, friendly people. We want to 

keep it this way. Wouldn't it be wonderful to have certain days in summer when 

people can buy & sell stuff from their gardens: fruit, vegetables, flowers? Some 

kind of village market? Also, isn't it time to start thinking about sustainability of 

local community following Totnes' example? Q17/18: (chiro) we don't use them. 

Q54: I have no opinion." 

• "No mention of the church which has a special place within our village. Q10: once 

a week." 

• "Groups of young children (under 10) damaging property eg. broken windows at 

Church house. Would like to see the land on Wilton Way next to the pub made 

more of a feature. Q8: (Abbtalk) sometimes but usually delivered after event. 

Q33-35: N/A." 

• "Lit christmas tree outside the village hall - with carol service - this used to 

happen - why not now? Flowers or shrubs in tubs to rear of Church house. Q27: 

('no') is there one?" 

• "Noise from radios in nearby gardens in summer. Continual barking, howling, 

yapping or nearby dogs, sometimes to 1am or 5am. Regular power-washing of 

cars, driveways, patios etc, resulting in waste of electricity & water, & resultant 
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noise. One pleasing observation - sympathetic & appropriate development of 

buildings in some instances, & even a new thatched roof - excellent! Q28: I did 

until charge introduced. Q38: ('never') now, but did when child was young." 

• "Q50: (a & c) ??" 

• "Would it be possible to have new wooden (comfortable) benches sited round the 

village. The ones purchased with a very generous gift by a deceased villager were 

placed in the car park of the village hall & not for use by the local residents 

except at the May Day celebrations. Q9: ('no') we receive Abbtalk after most of its 

events have taken place. Q16: due to disability. Q20: mainly for dinner with 

friends. Q45: (other, no grading) people parking on pavements." 

• "Q52: in certain areas." 

• "If we do not make full use of all existing building and premises for all uses - 

dwellings / recreation / business - within the village boundary this is a waste of 

land and resources. We must provide our share of employment opportunity for 

future generations." 

• "Open up the brook through the village that will stop the parking through the 

main street and also slow down speeding cars. One can only hope. I can hear 

DCC laughing now." 

• "As the Priory is now within the village should there be a bus stop? Q16: ('not at 

all') as the Priory has no bus stop nearby. Q20: ('no') transport from the Priory." 

• "The lack of care / judgment exercised by parents who allow their children to 

vandalise and mistreat other villages and properties, despite parents being told of 

their misbehaviour." 

• "Light pollution by Denbury Diesels & golf course. Dust noise & rubbish 

pollution from tip at Ruby Farm & extra large vehicle movements caused on 

main road. Using Wood Lane as access for scurry - manure damaging road & 

hedges Wood Lane being a bridle path. Used by horses and people walking. 

When there is much better access by the main drive. Q16: will use more when 

retired." 

• "Village used to be quiet, now noise from mechanical equipment. Low floor bus 

please (larger buses can use roads as used to be a large coach as village bus). 

Pavements ramped so disabled can use shop & PO & enabling them to see more 

of the village they loved when could walk around it! Q8: (Abbtalk) always too 

late! Q10/12: Inaccessible as disabled & pavements not ramped, cannot be pushed 

in manual chair as hills. Q16: not able to use with w'chair. Q28: ? Q29: not 

sufficient knowledge." 

• "More police presence in the village during the evenings." 

• "Transport. Apparent increase in number of very large vehicles attempting to 

pass through the village. We have been involved in a few serious congestions in 

last few months. They appear to be taking a short cut from A380 to the A381 

(probably guided by sat-nav) to avoid Newton Abbot." 

• "People need to abide by planning consent! Q29: ('insufficiently') It appears that 

people can build what they like in this village." 

• "Q17/18: (nurse, chiro) N/A. Q33,36: N/A." 

• "What happened to our beautiful church, which is one of the most important 

buildings in the village & one of the oldest, regardless of religion to most people 

in this village there is only one god. Q8: What is Abbtalk, not seen one this year. 

When you do get one all the events are over, they are conning their advertisers." 
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• "I think bus service improved at certain times of the bus, especially school term 

times morning & evening buses not big enough for all passengers sitting - 

standing dangerous. Also more frequent & possibly a later bus. We need to 

encourage use of public transport over own cars - pollution. Q7: (partner, 100+ 

miles) weekly." 

• "Q31-35: retired so N/A. Q40: ('yes') fair." 

• "Q7: N/A. Q8: (Abbtalk) always too late! Q17: (all) not in Abbotskerswell. Q18: 

(nurse, doctor, pharm) all Newton Abbot - by car. Q31, 33, 34, 35: N/A." 

• "Parish Church which has been the centre of Abbots life for 500+ years. It is an 

important ingredient & should feature strongly in community plan, particularly 

as so many villagers are losing their Parish Church through redundancy or 

amalgamation. The Church also contributed significantly to the vibrancy of 

village life. You mention the Quaker Burial Ground but not the Church! Q21: we 

need more info on services avail within community together with local reviews / 

recommendations." 

• "Q52: sometimes." 

• "There has been no mention of the church & its place in the community. Feel a 

valuable opportunity has been missed to find out what villagers feel about the 

church in both spiritual & practical terms. Q28: ('no') have my own. Q52: ('yes') 

not as bad as it used to be but still a big problem - can't understand mentality 

involved in not picking it up." 

• "People spitting great blobs of spit on the pavement. Health hazard to children & 

adults alike. Q9: Abbtalk usually arrives after the events have occurred! Though 

very grateful to the hard work put in by contributors. Q17/18: Nurse never used, 

Doctor I avoid, Pharm/Dent go to N/Abbot (do you call that local?), Chiro not 

used. Q19: ('no') not my sort of books - sorry. Q28: ('no') use my own. Q30: 

enough has been built here already." 

• "Abbotskerswell is a great village to live, this must continue but also grow 

sympathetically with need." 

• "Q10: every week." 

• "Too many street lights in parts of the village. We are being urged to use 

economy bulbs & conserve energy, can we not go back to having the lights on 

from dusk to midnight. In one fairly recently developed cul-de-sac there are 8 

street lamps for just 12 properties, not an environmentally good number to have." 

• "As we are new to Abbotskerswell, we do find it a delightful place to live. Q27: 

don't know. Q29: ('very well') don't know." 

• "Q8: (Abbtalk) information too late." 

• "More dog poo bins needed. Q52: ('yes') a big problem." 

• "Q9: Abbtalk comes out too late for events advertised. Q10: weekly. Q27: Never 

seen any! Q28: sometimes. Q38: ('weekly') / fortnightly depending on weather. 

Q45: (other, no grading) speeding bikes (& noisy) also cars especially near school. 

Q52: ('yes') huge problem." 

• "I imagine that without one's own transport med / dent / pharm / chiro would 

prove difficult for some people - especially if disabled. Q8: Unfortunately 

Abbtalk is not delivered. Q52: ('no') much better than previously." 

• "Litter. More frequent collection from animal boxes. General sweeping of 

pathways - dangerous at times going down hill & slipping on gravel. General 

spic & span would not go amiss & weeding in gutters. We live in a delightful 

village, let us keep it that way with respect. Q8: (Abbtalk) late. Q9: reasonably. 

Q10: at least each week. Q12: ('weekly') more than once. Q16: ('weekly') at least 3 

times week. Q19: now & then. Q27: definitely not. Q40: much room for 

improvement. Q52: only holiday season." 
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• """Abbfest"" - a wonderful village event, seems likely to go down the road of 

commercialisation - a great pity if it ceases to be a 'village event'." 

• "Post office & shop in the village. Presence & use of church. Village school." 

• "It is very important that the village is not allowed to spread, becoming a suburb 

of Newton Abbot for example. The village needs to keep its identity. The church 

plays an important role in the community & it's upkeep is essential." 

• "Strict planning controls to enforce development is in keeping with the 

conservation of the village." 

• "The church - the historical & religious heart of the community." 

• "Q17: (dentist, chiro) N/A. Q20: rarely. Q24, 27, 29: don't know. Q30: (c & d) don't 

know. Q40, 52: don't know." 

• "Nothing. Very comprehensive survey." 

• "Q38: daily during warm weather, otherwise now & then." 

• "Q27: have not seen a PC in ten years!" 

• "St Mary's church, the hub of Abbotskerswell. Apart from baptisms, weddings, 

funerals & spiritual needs, without it the village would lack: weekly coffee 

mornings, which provides a friendly & social environment; pancake day; the fete 

which brings people from outside the village to enjoy a traditional country event; 

Abbfest, manned by 85% church members; Villages in Action scheme; carol 

singing which raised money for Rowcroft; the flower festival. Quite a major 

omission don't you think?" 

• "Please don't let the post office go. And don't build too many houses. We moved 

here because of the beautiful surrounding countryside & don't want to see it 

disappear." 

• "Drive 20mph through Stoneyhill & village, above this too fast. Please help clean 

up lanes & streets! Arrival of sat-nav - according to a person delivering at 

Toneyhill / Torquay, vehicle so large I couldn't get by & with 2 dogs had to throw 

us into hedge so as not to get hit. Luckily driver did stop but after he'd gone past. 

Wasn't aware how narrow lane was, nav equipment had shown the fastest way, 

he showed me his nav aid which said speed limit was 60! Q10: use Kingkerswell." 

• "Improved traffic management for events such as bonfire night. We feel the 

council should adopt a policy of requiring all landowners to cut back hedges / 

trees in Sept so that they do not obstruct paths & roads (similar to the Channel 

Islands)." 

• "Q28: ('yes') in own home." 

• "1: Barking dogs! The noise is constant, reducing our enjoyment of the garden. Is 

there a dog warden or council department to deal with the issue? It would be 

useful if the number was published, i.e. in Abbtalk. 2: Abbtalk is underused. I 

didn't know of village football, netball, bridge club etc. Is there a list of all the 

clubs / societies / activities? 3: I am surprised that the significant part the church 

plays in village life has not been recognised in this document." 

• "The church is a very important part of Abbotskerswell. it is situation in the 

centre of the village & very prominent. It provides a lot for the village regular 

services for those who want & also is open & available for the major celebrations 

of Easter & Christmas. As well as weddings, christenings & funerals." 

• "A tram service initially from Abbots to Newton, then extended to Kingkerswell. 

Vintage trams please - Oporto in Portugal are selling theirs off." 

• "Q16: ('not at all') this is because the bus no longer comes to Stoneyhill.  Q42: 

('yes') at Stoneyhill. Q50: (b) not sure what this entails. Q52: ('no') not in 

Abbotskerswell. Q54: was not aware of these." 
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• "We would like to know if Abbotskerswell parish is relevant in some of the 

proposals in ""nature's future"" - the Teignbridge Biodiversity Action Plan. If 

parishioners could be made aware of specific wildlife within the area we could 

help ensure survival of endangered species. We have major concerns that Ruby 

waste management is not environmentally friendly!" 

• "No mention of the church." 

• "1: hedges & shrubs allowed to grow & reduce the width of pavements & also 

roads, causing cars having to scrape the branches when other cars are passing in 

the opposite direction. Especially in Odle hill travelling towards the Totnes road. 

2: dog excrement bins over flowing & require emptying frequently." 

• "Parish support for dealing with next door neighbour issues i.e. trees blocking 

light, shedding leaves which block drains etc. Q7: (partner, 100+ miles) weekly." 

• "The bus service from Stoneyhill appears to have stopped. I have teenagers that I 

would like to make more independent but now find I cannot." 

• "Q17/18: (dentist / chiro) N/A. Q20: ('yes') occasionally. Q28: ('yes') occasionally. 

Q33: ('yes') we personally use the PO." 

• "Reduce traffic through village, reduce speed. Reduce vehicles 

bringing/collecting children from school. Fine irresponsible dog owners - fouling. 

No new homes to be built. No development on green field sites. Reduction in 

council tax. Council to sort all recyclables ie 1 recycle bin, not 3. Evening classes 

(for working people). Bus service earlier in morning & later in evening. Too much 

focus on needs of elderly / retired - what about young working tax payers? Keep 

Abbots a small village!!" 

• "Thanks to the people who give up their time to take on these responsibilities for 

the benefit of all residents. Q9: ('yes') but I don't know what I don't know! Q26: 

(b, d) don't know. Q32: Don't know enough about current available 

opportunities." 

• "Re Q41 - the footpaths from the top of Odle hill through to St Mary's Close & 

Corn Park Rd are in need of resurfacing. After many complaints & calls to the 

council the path to St Mary's Close has been patched up but the concrete is 

beginning to break away again. Very sad to see no mention of our church which 

figures large in some of our lives." 

• "Q52: ('yes') in winter more." 

• "In summary, this village (Abbotskerswell) is a wonderful, well-serviced village 

in which to live." 

• "Q27: ('no') as we do not see them. Q32: ('yes') provided parking is available!" 

• "The council have removed a dog bin but have not installed a replacement. Can 

understand why it was removed but thought another site could be found in the 

Ford Rd, Manor Rd area. Dog bins on popular walks as am fed up with seeing 

small bags of you know what decorating the hedgerows. Speed restrictions in 

lanes around village. Cars travel too fast, there could be people & animals out 

walking. Q9: Abbtalk always late, events have already happened! Q10: once a 

week. Q16: 2/3 times week." 

• "More dog poo bins or more frequent emptying. Litter & fly-tipping." 

• "Q28: ('no') we have our own. Q40: ('yes') except for local farmers who make 

walking difficult through their fields. Q52: ('yes') sometimes." 

• "We would like Abbtalk to be published more regularly & in time to promote 

forthcoming events. We would also like to see a greater involvement by villagers, 

particularly the younger element, in village events such as Abbfest." 

• "The bus stop opposite the school should have a waste bin attached to prevent 

little being dropped or thrown into gardens." 
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• "Residents with wood burning stoves should NOT use old painted doors etc in 

their store, as the smoke is obnoxious. Also, smokeless fuel should be used to 

help maintain a good environment. Some residents are unable to open windows 

to aerate homes, due to low chimney smoke blowing, when the wind is in an 

easterly direction. I have taken this matter up with the District Council - to no 

avail." 

• "I am surprised that the church is not mentioned in this questionnaire. It has been 

the central witness to the Christian faith for hundreds of years. We have weekly 

services & have many activities. We also have a coffee morning each week which 

is open to everyone and is well attended. Pancake day was well advertised & was 

well attended. Many people are baptised (children) & have their funerals here." 

• "Q17/18: (all) more present in the village of Abbotskerswell.  Q29: don't know." 

• "Q8: (Abbtalk) always out of date. Q10: weekly." 

• "Q9: Abbtalk invariably late. Q10: once a week. Q16: 3/4 times during week." 

• "Q27: ('no') could be round more. Q37: now - I'm 93! Q40: I can't walk. Q54: I 

don't mind." 

• "More bins for dog waste, & emptied more often." 

• "I would use more local services if I didn't work full time in town eg. bus, shops, 

post office." 

• "Q17: (dentist, chiro) private." 

• "Q25: (public phones) taken away. Q30: certainly not the type of development 

currently at Ruby Farm! Q45: (other, no grading) heavy vehicles using Ruby 

Farm." 

• "More frequently empty the dog waste bins, if people are considerate enough to 

clean up after their dog, lets give them some encouragement." 

• "Ruby waste management eyesore!" 

• "Q10: go to Ipplepen PO. Q38: N/A. Q40: Some are poorly maintained, especially 

behind Ruby Farm. Q47: (all) NO PLEASE!!" 

• "Q10: many. Q23: ('v satisfied') excellent." 

• "Instead of thinking more building - think more parking! Counting cars & vans 

parked on the road at night in the centre of village - 50 to 65. Parking is a major 

problem. Q30: (c, d) where could they go?" 

• "Q9: usually late on hearing events." 

• "We are surprised that the role of the church in the life of the village has been 

totally overlooked. Q17/18: as a car owner." 

• "Q9: ('yes') but too late arriving. Q16: ('not at all') because bus does not stop at 

Priory & can't get to village. Q17: (nurse) don't know; (dentist) in Totnes. Q29: 

don't know. Q32: depends what they are! Q38/39: when my family visit." 

• "Q9: Abbtalk rather out of date! Q45: Speed - flooding. Road congestion - large 

vehicles using village lanes." 

• "Q50: (a,b,c) need more detail to answer." 

• "The dog poo bin was so full today there were bags tied all over it & on it. They 

need to be emptied promptly please! I think village events around festivals eg 

May Day / bonfire night / fetes / coffee mornings / flower festival are excellent for 

promoting a community feeling which makes Abbotskerswell a great village to 

live in & bring up a family. Q10: 2-3 times week. Q27: we don't see any police." 

• "Q50: (d) if pigeons & seagulls are included." 
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• "I'd like to see the PO go into the village stores. Better lighting down near Court 

Farm - the public footpath area. Feeding seagulls!! (Problem in breeding season). 

Abbfuture committee members thank you for working on our behalf. Q16: 

daughter uses it much more frequently. Q27: who is our community policeman? 

Never spotted. Q28: ('no') but would if relocated. Q36: use tennis courts 

frequently - excellent facility. Q45: (a) near industrial area in working day." 

• "No thank you" 

• "Part church plays in village life which is quite considerable e.g. flower festival, 

music evenings, cooperation with village events such as May Day, fetes etc. I 

think not mentioning this is a serious omission." 

• "School children (girls) running through village banging on doors at 1am in the 

morning. What are their parents thinking of or don't they care, whatever 

happened to respect?" 

• "The failure to mention St Mary's church is a glaring omission. Everyone uses the 

services & facilities provided including baptisms, weddings, funerals & pastoral 

care. The building provides the focal point of the village, the (illegible) is much 

used, the tower illuminated at night provides a welcome home. The churchyard 

is a place of comfort to many & will remain undeveloped. A community plan 

which ignores such an integral part of the village & community is seriously 

incomplete." 

• "We were promised a footpath from Demby Diesels to join the other path going 

towards the cricket field. We haven't got it. The boss of Dembrey Deisels said we 

can walk through his forecourt but there are so many cars there it is quite 

dangerous, most of us are old age pensioners. We would like to be able to walk 

across the front of the garage after all I'm sure it belongs to highways & byways" 

• "The expansion of the village envelope was a difficult one to give a yes/no 

answer. We do not object in principle to expansion of village envelope, but we 

object vehemently to an expansion in the land between the village & Newton 

Abbot - ie the loss of the integrity of the village & becoming a suburb. Q27: have 

never seen police in village but feel safe nonetheless.  Q57: didn't know we had 

any but in principle 'yes'." 

• "The village garden show could be more welcoming to more people & not just for 

a closed circle of old hats. Q8: (Abbtalk) always 2 months late. Q10: none and 

never will. Q20: 'yes' Court Farm. Q29: 'insufficiently' in view of recent 

developments. Q33: not the village one, drive to Ipplepen for polite service. Q45: 

(other, no grading) people parking on junctions making it dangerous." 

• "Q38: 'never' in the past - too old now." 

• "Nowhere is there any mention of the church in these questions. Nor is there 

anyone to represent the church - & it's community - on the committee. The 

church attendees are still a sizeable number. The clergy are very involved in the 

school, various clubs / organisations, along with lay people. A good number of 

church attendees sit an AK committees / clubs too. Yet, any reference to the 

church, & the future of AK, is absent. What a pity!" 

• "I started off enthusiastically with this questionnaire but quickly realised my 

incompetence due to my time here & the constrictions dictated by living in 

accommodation such as that offered by the Priory. Sorry. I nevertheless feel 

strongly that the village community efforts for the village should be greatly 

maintained." 

• "This is a lovely village, and we are lucky to live here. Keep it as good as it is 

now, without stagnating." 
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• "The church plays an important role in that it gets people together, promotes 

moral & social awareness & provides friendship & involvement for many people, 

e.g. concerts, the fete & coffee mornings etc." 

• "Like to see the police around more, don't see any unless there's trouble. Bus 

shelter. More dog bins." 

• "To encourage more floral displays / hanging baskets / troughs (sponsor a 

basket?) especially in the centre of the village & around village hall / park area / 

entrances to village / church house." 

• "Slow traffic down as it comes off the Totnes road, down into the village 

everyone drives down too fast." 

• "As a person who lives some distance from the village without own transport, I 

do not use the village shops as often as I would if I lived closer, therefore would 

like an hourly bus service from X64 & a letter box close to Abbotshill park, LA 

retirement complex" 

• "No. Thank you for giving us the opportunity to voice our grumbles." 

• "Q10: at least twice a week." 

• "In Cullopton I noticed an area next to the carpark where residents could take 

their garden rubbish. We could use the bonfire area - make (& sell) garden mulch. 

A group of volunteers to garden around the village - report on litter & dog 

fouling - help with the garden mulch." 

• "The Abbtalk when delivered is very often out of date & events etc advertised 

have been & gone." 

• "Q52: only by people who don't pick it up!" 

• "More for young people, other than sports clubs. Some kind of youth club / cafe a 

few evenings a week will give teens somewhere to go & hopefully keep out of 

mischief!" 

• "The village church has not been mentioned in this questionnaire. Q8: Abbtalk 

usually historic when received!" 

• "Some common ground areas are poorly kept – i.e. top of Wilton Way & area 

beside Court Farm pub. Abbotskerwell can look VERY tatty compared to other 

villages, such as East Ogwell." 

• "The noise, fumes & dust from Ruby Farm tip plus huge lorries using Newton 

Abbot to Totnes Rd." 

• "If the post office closes I would like to see it moved to the shop." 

• "Q26: (broadband access) too slow. Q45: (other, no grading) too many heavy 

vehicles use Priory Rd, especially laundry vehicles. No objection to vehicles 

needing access." 

• "Q10: every week. Q16: ('not at all') I use the ring & ride bus. Q42: I do not have a 

car. I have a garage." 

• "Very comprehensive! Q20: ('yes') occasionally. Q32: depends on type suggested." 

• "Q26: (broadband) don't know yet, have not looked into it. Q52: ('no') in general 

yes in village." 

• "Q9: never heard of it." 

• "Q8: (Abbtalk) when delivered on time." 

• "Is it necessary for lights to be left on in the village all night? Q17/18: (all) not yet 

used. Q36: none as yet." 

• "Q52: in general yes - in this village no." 

• "Q20: seldom." 

• "The beautiful old church of St Mary's is something for the village to be proud of. 

As a church it is very active, providing several services a day - as a village 

amenity it attracts both church-goers & non-church-goers to concerts of all kinds. 

And it is open all day to visitors." 
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• "1: Litter on the road leading to the village. Plastic bottles, choc bar wrappings 

etc. I for one would be very happy to do a litter pick-up once a month on a 

Sat/Sun. Also another way of meeting other villagers. 2: Farmers not trimming 

hedges properly. Roads have become overgrown!" 

• "Resurace with macadam the footpath from the Two Mile Oak to Court Grange 

Lane. Weeds are narrowing the existing gravel surface." 

• "Relatively speaking, we present a model example both regionally & nationally. 

But lets not get cosy! The development of our 'green & pleasant' landscape is just 

around the corner whether welcomed or not. It's inevitable that private land will 

be sold off for more housing. To maintain village character & our high standards, 

we must fight to have some control over changes made to our environment. Any 

imposed change should reflect the flavour of our village. Need to be proactive & 

wholly involved." 

• "Q27: ('no') but it is reassuring to know that there are at least 2/3 police? Who live 

locally & are always friendly & supportive." 

• "It was short sighted of planners not to install a footpath past Denbury Diesels to 

Court Grange Rd to ensure safety of pedestrians making their way to our local 

cricket club. Q29: could do better. Q40: ('no') lots of overgrown hedges making it 

difficult to keep to the footpath - dangerous as it means walking in the road." 

• "Q45: (other, no grading) motorbikes speeding up & down late evening." 

• "Q20: ('yes') sometimes. Q38: ('now & then') when grandchildren visit." 

• "1: The village magazine is excellent but it needs to be regular & delivered on 

time. The provision of a schedule of events would be beneficial. 2: The village 

church is an important part of Abbotskerswell's village life. 3: The acquisition of 

several acres of land to provide a ""common""." 

• "Q8: (Abbtalk) when not too late. Q32: ('yes') Only at Watermota." 

• "There is no mention of the part played by the church in the community. It is an 

active church which contributes in other ways e.g. village fete, other events like 

recent concert, flower festival last year, all of which add something to the 

village." 

• "The grass triangle adjacent Court Farm Inn is generally an eyesore especially as 

the grass is not cut regularly." 

• "Q54: Only if they are natural - no longer flowers & false, manicured areas." 
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